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FOREWORD '

-.- , .-

This overvieurof inulticounty cooperation in Ohio in late 1974
Could never have beencompletediwithout cooperation from librarians
in every part of the State. Sincere thanks to all.of them for the time .

and trouble and evident sincerity with which they responded to the survey-
or's- requests for information and opinion.

-..--

,
...

1,

Thanks also to ProjeckDirectors or Coordinators and staff at the
several project offiCes; to the Executive Office of the Ohio Library
Association and the Ohio Library. r.usteeS Association and to their officers,
for their interest and help; and_to the administratiokand staff of the
State Library of Ohio. . .

State

.

Professor Genevieve Casey,of Wayne State University was of great
help in the original pivning.iessions of the survey, in participating, in
an-earlY round of-visits in,Southern-Ohio, and most especially ins-helping

. , . .,

.to design-the questionnaire. She strongly suggested, in the course of
diqcnssing_a preliminary, 'version of this report, the compilation try project

.offiCes of more complete, more meaningful, and more comparable statistics:
a tlecommendation.to which the surveyor wholeheartedly subscribes. 'The .

other`great lack whiih the surveyor noted, a deeper and more penetrating =-

and better-documentp1-,- assessment of human needs, is dealt with at some
lesigth in the report itself. .

\. .
.

.
.

-, Regardlets of, or in spite of, the help so freely given by those just
mentioned, and many others. including colleagues at Case Western Reservt
Ugiversity, mistakes-of fact or opinion in this survey are those of the
-surveyor alone.

A

1 ,..
.

.

A.-J. Goldwyn.

March 1975

.r'
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AN INTRODUCTION

theh'io Library Development g1an4 approved October le, 1968 by members
of the Ohio Libyary AssOciation and the Ohio Library Trustees Association-,
has fortsome six 'years been the basis of the library, development program of
The State Library of Ohio. The Ohio Library Development Plan became the
Ohio Library- Dtv'elopmene Program (OLDP) when legislation was approved
'by the-General Assembly in 1969 and libraries throughout Ohio began its implemenita-
tion. Throughout, OLDP statements on "Responsibilities for Library Service"
have been used as guiding principles by the State Library 'Board. ,These include
"Priorityin the use of federal funds must be given to the implementation of
this Plan" and "The State Library Board's responsibilities should be carried
out-in such a way as to encourage local initiative and foster interlibrary.coopera-.
tion on -the local.and regional level."

e I

Two Measures of the State.Library Board's Commitment to the OLDP are ,
the number and size of grants made for interlibrary cooperation, an the estab-
lishment of the following gOal in The Ohio Long 'Age Program for Improvement
of Library Services (1972):

Implementalion of the Ohio Libr:arj, Development Plan, including
development of networks and Area Library Service Organizatipns.
ALSOs should Le funded with State funds, and LSCA funds should be
used for advancing those parts of the OLDP which focus,on respon-
libilities for assessing needs, developing appropriate service response,
andinterlibrary planning and cooperation.- The covitinued development
ipf sound, viable multicounty cooperative library r.Agrams to prepare .

A

tile way foi- effectilie ALSOs is a basic part of this program.

State Library Board grants'for multicounty cooperatives and the Area Library-
Service'Organization in the five fiscal years 1970 through 1973 totaled `.$1.7
million. (in FY 1970 multicounty cooperative grants totaled.,$72,287; in Ft'
1974they totaled $664,427). If the operating expendituizes for the Southeastern
Ohio Regional Library Service Center were added to the five year.total, the

'inulticOtinty development expenditure of the Board for this period is $2`.4 million.
' r'''The $2.4 million'over a fivet.year,period fills only a small portion of

the gap between available resottrees and those,neededtto assure essential library
service's. The library development program in this period has been heavily
dependerkt upon federal Library. Services and Construction Act (LSCA) funds,
and both LSCA and state aid funds have been stretched thin to finance multicounty
eboperation.'

Establishment of the ALSO in 1973 was made possibl...., only by re-direction
of state aid funds, a State Library Board action taken in December 1972 after
public hearings and several months of study and reassessment. The revised
state aid rules became effective March 31, 1973, and in April the State'Library
Board, approved the Ohio Valley Area Libraries as Ohio's first ALSO. It began

iii
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operation with approximately one-third funding in its first month.), By 1974
the ALSO was approximately half-funded.'

Two forms of regional organization, the ALSO and the multicounty cooperative,
resulted'from a policy deLsion that federal funds should not be used fir ALSO
operations., and that ALSO development should be financQd with .state aid funds.
This decision was based upon discussions in the 1970 Ohio State University
Library Standards and Planning Workshop and the advice of the OLA/OLTA-
Library Development Plan Steering Committee. Important distinctions emerged
between the ALSO and the multicounty cooperative in matters of scope, financing,
and legal organization. state funds are provided for the ALSO, which is intended
to assure a full range of essential library services, and an ALSO Board is
formed by' the:p'articipating libraries under Se.c.. 3375.70 of the Ohio Revised
Code., Multicounty coopertives, on the Other hand, are funded under short-
termISCA grants, are intended to meet one or more'priority needs identified
by the cooperating libraries, and are adminstered by one of the participating
libraries kinder contractual arrangements.

The multicounty cooperatives have grown rapidly in number, size; scope-

of services, and complexity. They have faced and solved organizational, service,
ar&t-procedural problems-in different ways . They survived the trauma of
short-term projects, pared-down applications and cost sharing when LSCA
funds were impounded in FY 1973, and they have grown since that time*.

By summer 1974 the Ohio Valley Area Libraries .(OVAL) Area.Library
r71ceOrganization had been in operation approximately a year, assisting

the improvement of library services in an 11 county area, and libraries in 62
other counties were working together in multicounty cooperatives. The scale
of this interlibrary cooperation, and plans for its further de'.eloprnent, suggested
that a brief review'of the status and accomplishments of multicounty cooperation
would be timely and important..

CTherefore The State Library asked A. J. Goldwyn, of the School_ of Library
Science, Case Western Reserve University, and Genevieve Casey of Wayne
'State UniVersity, Division of tiibrary Science, to undertake such a review.
Mr. Goldwyn was asked to complete a brief study and prepare a report that
would,provide information useful both for statewide planning and in the fur:ther
deielopment of each prOject. The report would includ2, a review of each multi- , .

\Itcounty cooperative, and its beginnings, the organization 1 structure, needs
assessment techniques, the extent to,which it meets established objectives,
and long range plans. It would identify emerging patterns and trends, and
make recommendations for future coopera,tilie development..

____ .... 'L . _.

The survey began July 19, 1974, an most of the field work and surveying
was done over the following three months. liss Casey participatqd in the
initial planning, selected field visits, and in ritique a the final draft report.
We belieye this report and Mr. Goldwyn's repo!, mendations, coupled witaddi-
tional study, can serve as the basis for discussion and action'which will improve
library services throughout Ohio.

Joseph F. Shubert,kState Librarian
March 2, 1k75
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I. INTRODUCTION

%.

1, The period-of four or five years from 1967 to 1972 was a -high

pOint.in many waYsfor Ohio libraries. Working.clo&ely together, the

State Library of Ohio (SLO), the Ohio Library Association (OLA)., and
the Ohio Library Trustees Association (OLTA) developed, encouraged, and

supported the Survey of Ohio Libraries ailA-State Library Services and, as

it approached cOmp,letion, _heralded'its appearance at statewide-and regional

meetings and eonfernces.--By the time the Survey appeared, it had become the.

textfor an exeended'round of workshops and-meetings where librarians

and erustees met again and-again to hammer out the detailico'f the Ohio

Library Development Plan (OLDP). One of the most striking character-

istics of those days:.-- Andnights -- was their'ecumenical': nature:'

public, school, academic and special 1prarians; State Library And

OLA/OLTA staff: library school faculty; out-of-state librarians who

shared their own experience;_legislators; authorities from such dis-

ciplines as economics and political science; and-many dedicated.trusteds.

Every section of theState was represented-, the great ancimiddie cities

as well as the small towns and, villages -. The concept of the Afea ".

Library Seryice Organization -(ALSO) was discussed from -- it seemed --

every pergpectime, and itsfeaSibility generally agreed upon. Together,

the goals of the OLDP appeared " -to promise a bright future for the .

libraries of Ohio, providing access to library and information resources
for every citizen of the State through three steps:

1. establishment of ALSOs and metropolitan library systems;

/
2. establishment of

meet specialized
3. strengthening of

a reference'andinformation network to
inforMation needs; and
The State Library.

'

The Ohio Library-Development plan was approved by members of the

Ohio Library Association and the Ohio Library Trustees Association;in

1968 (revised February, 1974). A signal achievement for librarYrdevelop-

ment in Ohio Ws3 its approval in prinrip], by_the_State legiblature. \NOt
coincidentally, Standards for-the Public Libranies of Ohio were being

developed at the same time by OLA (provisionally adopted'1970),, They

are consistently and familiarly referred to in multi-county_platinng.

9
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Since the promulgation of these steps, or goals, excitement has
subsided to a considerable extent. On the ,3ne hand, groups of librarians

'and trustees in a number of areas.in the State have settled down to
plan ALSOs. These groups, covering in all some three-quarters or more
of the State, are referred to as Multi-County Cooperatives (MCCs).-
In one area of Southern Ohio, the Ohio Valley Area Libraries (OVAL).
have been authorized. as the first ALSO. These various activities,
their problems and their promise, will be reviewed in the course of
this report. ,

On the other hand, it is not too early to point out in-this
introductory section that the interest in and support for area library
service development which reached a high point some years ago',
particularly among librarians and trustees not now directly involved
in MCC or ALSO planning, has perceptibly faded.. It will be one of

the recommendations of t*s report that attention be redirected by
the State Library, tffetOLA, and the OLTA toward the rekindling of the
statewide enthusiasM which supported the development of the Plan.
OnlyITThe Governor's Conference in .early 1974 and its follow-ups was
it possible to perceive that same sinvileness-ef purpose: "o achieve

visibility -- and viability---.for Ohlois libraries.

There is another dimension to the problem which is more subtle
and therefore more difficult to deal with than.the general psychological
slowdowns described above, though is is a contributing cause to that

e malaise. That is the altered-climaee of public opinion, both in the
"liberal" and "conservative" sectors. National and'intern9ional polieies
-and events have changed our world since the late '60's,-more, perhaps,
than we realize. They have changed the point of view of institutions

and individuals as well. We have travelled a long way from what was
acknowledged as the social responsibility of the Great Seciety to what
the.National Observerhas called the "jut-jawed populism" of revenue sharing.
At the same time, the economic.pressures of today and forecasts of an austere

tomorrow have been working toward a focus not outward, on cooperation
for the general.welfare,:but inward, on survival. Theie forces work

against a Statewide, even a regional' view. They must. be' recognized

and met

The easy altruism of ten years ago is MO longer "the cause."'
The cause now is surIival value of regional and supra-regional cooperation,

and the challenge Probably`sell thatevalue on the State level. Probabl
the .single most important recommendation in this report is B4, below;

Trustees must work with theitr State iegislatorS,for
funding of existing or impirdared legislation in support
or ongoing and future cooperative activities.

.tr

4
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.° Ddring.a period of about six weeks in 1974, the surveyor drove

some 4,000 miles'ay.Kind Ohio, visitinA librarieS, attending meetings

of 14ibrarians and trustees,',.Seeing at first Hand 'the vast difference

in library support across.theState. From Fort Recovery, to East Liverpool,

from Sandusky .to Cincinnati, 'the contrasts were remarkable. Yet every-

where there was real professional dedication to librarianship, and a
common belief in the importance and .the future of libraries. Always

.evident was the striking variety of the land: rich flat farmlands,

rolling hills, great stretches of State forest .(removed from the tax
rolls!), urban and exurban sprawl.

When not travelling or visiting libraries, the surveyor was

accumulating large ttuantiies of files (through the cooperation of

State Library staff) and correspondence, from; libraries in each of.

-.the area engaged in cooperative activities. Also referred to below

are -notes of a number of telephone interviews and of meetings with the,

Project Directors, singly or in group's.

In spite of the bulk of information collected, rallyor most ort:.a

conclusions which a brief survey of a widespread activity,can support

are necessarily subjective, and the recommendations which accompany

this report are Fhiefly directed toward further, more detailed study.

11 Regional cooperation:In Ohip is important. It is rich in promise.

A great deal has been achieved. A great deal remains,to be done.'

Probably the most positive and heartening'aspect of the activity observed

inthe course of this study is the real determinatiOn.by'Ohio librarians -

and trustees now involved to see that it is done, and done well.

The following multi-county activities were reviewed:

Centfir-Offie-Intiirfkaryjwt*Ork `(COIN)
Lorain-Nedina (L-M) or PROJECT'aNFO
Miami Valley Library Organization (MILO)
Mideastern Ohio Library Organization (MOLO)
Northeastern Ohio-Library Assbciation (NOLA) .

Northwestern Library District (NORWELD)
Southwestern Ohio Rural4Libraries Council (SWORL)
Western Ohio Regional. Library Development System (WORLDS)

a

14 addition, the 00io Valley Area Libraries (OVAL), as the first ALSO n.

authorized, was included. Time and other outside constraints prevented
visits to Southeastern Ohio Library Organization (SOLO), the largest
area of the State stillessenIxall.y_untmganlzed. Some commeDt_nn SOLO.
however, based on datdaVailable, will he found beloia.

A questionnaire (gee ApPindix) as mailed to every participating

public, library. Responses were good, considering the rather limited

amount of time, and the fact that vacation periods were'involved. .fact
. .

.
.

;
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An earlier repolt commissioneckby The State Library of Ohio .

was criticized on the sameCiatter point, but its general concaugions
.

.

remain useful and 'interesting, though now but 7of-dste:, Michael W..SpiCer,

A Comparative Analysis of Five Regional Reference end'Networks. (Cols. 1972):
The present surveyor would quote the following.,(p.13) in support of ,

the remarks in the foreword and elsewhere in the present - report; " the
author has concluded that,. . . cost per transaction Iigdres.celculated 1

.
.

were not sufficiently comparable among networksto
-
publish or use , . fl

. MCC/ALSO

.

-

% RESPONSE*

COIN 85%

0
INFO
MILO

-.66,,

'57 ..

MOLO 75

NOLA 75
NORWELD- 60 -

OVAL 58'

.SWORL . 75
WORLDS 50

I 0

fr

*.
.

In most cases; there have been changes in the tobalnumber of
paiticipating libraries used to calculate the percentages in.
this-table, since most of the MCC'S have added members since
mid-1974. -Raw figures appear in the sepakate MCt'secttiOns.

i
J s.,.

' .

.

A

2 A.

)
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II. REGIONAL ACTIVITIES

COIN

The 'Central Ohio Interlibrary Network (C(17'° consists of a
majority-of the libraries in an eight-county lilt c ,s- central.

Obit'. The largest city is Mansfield, which-is.. y Lmtral to the
area and which has taken-la leadership role in organizing multi-county
activity. Although in trial development is scattered throughout
the area (as much indu ry exists in the eight counties, it is said,
as In theAkron area)_ much of COIN (about half) remainsrural. Only
four'of the 13 member /libraries at the time of the first LSCA proposal
(1971) had operatingibudgett over the Standards minimumfive had book.
collections below the minimum. Fifteen of the 19 public libraries in
the area belong to OIN.

COIN sppeara to be (as close as any of the presently formed'
groups) a"natural marketing and trading area,'-with the exception of Wayne
County (Wooster). Wooster is probal-iy oriented more toward Cleveland

'and-Akron than toward hansfieldN fact which is partially reflected
in the State Flanning'District to which Wayne County`, is assigned.

Whether in the long run awdeciaion (either by the libraries of.Wayne
County or by gubel-natorial fiat). to cut Wayne Count.iout of COIN would
.seriously weaken the MCC is hard- to predict. Wooster is an especially
atrong area ribrary, and the librarians in both Wooster And-Orrville
are cooperative, both active.* COIN committees.' They would undoubtedly'

be *lased. Except for Lorain /Medina, this was the only MCC, area Where ,

the questiOn of redistricting, was more than casually discussed in= -the

presence of the surveyor, even in responde to is questions.

The grouping, of counties as it now exists date6 back to 'early

1970, when' librarians and- trustees met to didcuss cooperation. A
propobal gFew-from that meetink resulting inthe 'first ISCA grant.
(EarliEtsctrOperative effort had actually begun in 1958 with 8 lar
print project,, which is-still affectionately referred to 1y.mebt r

li raries.,One respondent, in fact did not sign the questionnaire

named only the large print project as ckuseful cooperative service.)
Ma afield continues its role as administering. library; its leadership,
he pful from the beginning, appears to be beneficent. With the_exce--
tin of one county, as indicated above, Mansfield seems to serve well

as.a center. The strongest complaint was a mild one -- from a far
corner of the area, sixty miles away: "... but domeone-has to be on

the ffinge area," the librarian bravely reports.

There is,considerahle,'"citizen (meaning libiariand and trusteed)

involyement" in COIN. There are committees on every aspect of,ALSO

and project planning-. -Their reports are reviewed and refined by the

Steering Committee and then by the" Draft Committee. A set of bylaws

for ALSO activities has been drafted.

13
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The question of organizational meetings is a troublesome one, /

which will be referred to again. Perhaps more frequent than, any other
'complaint by librarians about MCC activities has been (the comment

meetings - often distant, inevitably time - consuming - are a real
an, especially on the small libraries where, in some cases, there,
no full-time employees. Yet posed against this 'problem is the

need for participation in planning and decision-making. It is a
common topic throughout the State, and one which echoes in every MCC
review. It is serious enough do merit careful discussion hy,Project
Directors and consultants.

Trustees seem to be adequately involved at the higher levels,
at least (e.g., theSteering Committee); there is in general, however,
a consensus among respondents that trustee workshops or +etings are_
probably not to be-recommended, and that-most trustees are-indifferent
to MCC activities as long as such-activities are reported as,having
improved service at little or no cost. (One library reported its
trustees as "calmly enthusiastic,!! too subtle a characterization to
tabulate.) Job or family commitments, of course, militate againtt
further trustee involvement. Only one of the 12 librarians answering
the surveyor's questionnaire felt strongly that trustee meetings would
be useful -- "bedause I'm not sure they know exactly howor why COIN
operates." ,This may (or may not) bg/true of -some of the "indifferent"
trustees in other libraries as well-- and, of course, it may suggest '

that the librarian should schedule time on the agenda or prepare
materials for the board. Another/subject for further study.

A

....P., ,e

Rapport between the administering librar nd project personnel

is good. The Project Director came in late well after the original

project was funded. This was a serious handicap which she, the administer-
ing library and the participating librarians have battled with p tience

and fortitude. There is general agreement that the wheels are mo ing
'smoothly. She received much praise from the member librarians.

There 4.s agref'ment also among them that the MCC should hnve

separate quarters outside the adminstering library. Such accommodation
are included in future plans, as also is enlarged staff in order both.
to broaden consultation competence available and, presumably, to
increase contact between the headquarter's office and the member libraries,

An original survey made by Dr. Dorothy Sinclair is frequently referred
to in project planning,. A more recent "Evaluation Of Needs" was made by
a committee in preparation for 1975 ALSO proposal writing. Fifteen hundred

questionnaires were returned, of some 4600 distributed tothe public, to

librarians and trustees. Not clear from the final report was the
extent to which non-users were contacted or what age groups responded,'
if such characteristics were known.

14.
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ITht: ori,,,in,.11 objectives of the program w2re-(l) to improve refer-

.
.,,

e.service's% to library users in the eight- county area, (2) to provide

ki

n in-idepth..survey of participating libraries as a step for future

lanning; ands(3) o demonstrate the potential benefits to be gained
0C through coopera4jon udder the Library Development Act.

Wring the first year, the survey was completed.' Some start was
made'toward improving Oference service, and a good working relation-
ship was established aponfthe libraries. In- service training programs

were held, which werelevaluated variously: attendance at Marion-and
Mansfield was poor, for example, but three of the libraries felt that

they some value, especially, for inexperienced personnel. There
was similar divisionof opiniOn regarding a National Library Meek
display at a shopping center. Like most, such displays, it seems to '`
have been, useful mainly to give the librarians the feeling of achieving
something tangible. '

,
During th rst year, there were serious problems ,due first-to-

4
the lack of a perma nt Project Director, as indicated, and then to.'

the lack of'cpkiplete funding. A good deal of credit should go to all

concerned fi. Surviving these difficulties. Major effort now is

cf
directed t and long:-..term planning, with year-bp-:Year'phasing-in of

increased st fing ana services. The multi-year outline is a praise=
1-i ,

worthy :discipline.
..

'
.

The relationshili in terms of productivity, between-the amount of

time spent on preparing proposals for next year; or the next"` several

years, on the one hand, and maximizing present services, on the. other-,

is a troubling one here as for all-MCC directors,

...11°

More especially relevant-to.the COIN activities is the-decision

to build up specialized collections at four "resource centers" (Mansfield,

Marion, Mt. yprnon, and Wayne County/Wooster).* It 'would seen( to be

time to analyze the practicability of developing four resource centers
in COIN, rather than building up one, or going out of'the area to a

larger, already-established center. Does inflependence, in-this mode,

pay-off? It mayor May not be significant that the resource centers,
although referred to from time to time in plans lind projections, seem

to function in such references as Substations.or geographically con-
venient lOci, rather than.da sites,of specific subject richnespi. This

survey,yieldeda number of references to the enhanced. specialities
some-general, as to . "books purchased with COIN funds," or tha0"large,
unusual books" should be purchased for the resourcecenters. More

specific was the damaging, comment that booiks in their specializatioa
1

)

* The problem of enC11kbering and,spending fued4 within a
strictly limited period'of time to develop' specialities has

caused some trouble. But that problem has emerged in ofher
LSCA projects, and should be addressed separately.



were held(evidently as "reference") by the rebource centers, which meant
a trip-by an interested patrons or else no,h4p at all. Most positive
was one comment: "At least there is a greaelpotential fdr improved
service in this arrangement; we realize we have a long ,way to go."
Again, an important Subject for study or restudy, in-spite:of the
fact that the status quo seems to have been accepted'y all, and is

`scarcely referred to 14 the generally gaiseworthy five-year plan for
an ALSO. ..

N. ).' .

..-
.

. Therespondentsgenerally appreciateethe availability bfreference.
service by phone, the inseritice programs (even though all Are not well .

.

attended), and the value of working together. They generapy crificized,
the time for planning and for meeting. PR.staited .badlylhas. iiprovea,

but not enough. If it ,is .hard to identify new users; there seem to be.,

some. "All users see-tnilliost patheticagy grateful.. Y.. .1.

*

. .

,-; t

. '

t

ti
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B. NORWELD

4rio WELD cuts a wide swath across the Northwestern half of the
State. Li WORLDS south of its western part, NORI1ELD "has more-history"
than perha s many Ohioans realize: forts and canals, echoes of distant
wars. G nerally flat, much of it-farmland, bordering both Adiana and -

4 Michiga , NORWELD tends naturally to focus on Toledo as its metropolitan
center The sameness suggested by its level horizons is deceiving:
per c pita income of the counties participating in NORWELD ranges from
1.6 to $8.21. Thirty-three of the member libraries (in 1973),
ha a smaller service population than that recommended in the OLIN

-

St ndards; 27 had smaller budget-6-, and 13 had "insufficient" books.*"

/4 NORWELD as an MCC has had a tough history. The surveyor could
comment: "tougher" thSn but as one reads, that comparison might
.appeartO be susceptible to challenge,

r

A- numberof rural libraries in five northwestern Ohio counties.
(The Northwest 5) which had been coOpef.ating together for'some time
in'aratious ways had by 1972 cane to.the pant of authorizing, a survey
and a series of workshops... 'Motivation for this action would seem to
have come partly from the desire to work towardal,ALSO and partly
('to a not clearly specifiable degree) lArm he fact of the cloSing of the
State Library Center in Napoleon. (In hi period, book collection'
grantt were used for the Purchase, of referencematerials.) Many problems
were encountered in thepreparation of the survey which, when it appeared,

1
Tresetxted a Picture of the libraries of the five counties that was fuller
and more Complete than-any available for,Most of the other counties'of:
the,Stat., put the timing Of the survey Was unfortunaSe: even- as it

was'being authoriied, e'ents in the larget northwest porl.lon of the
State were rendering it in some sense obsolete. ._By the tine it appeared,

the Northwest Five was no longer an itidependent:MdC.

iight cOunties''to the east ,of Northwest -5 ,had working together
since1970. With a considerably higher average per capita income than
the Northwest-5, they had from the beginning involved the,ToledoPub4c
Library as 'resource library --:Which* in faCit, started as the administer-
ing library. Western Erie Library Development WELD -- began a vigorous
and statistically impressive interlibrary loan activity. .

* No comment Will be directed in this turveyfto the question ofWhat
percentage ofthe 'available" intangibles income hat been allotted:
to libraries in each county, or how-"it is divided between them. There-

, is, of course, an adjustment in formula to.compentate in some sense- ,

for this disparity. There is. bviously a hardship on community libraries

1 under this system,however: Paulding 5r2UntY, for example, receives

100Z'and.for that amount. ($1.65 per'capAa)\must share its, librarian
with Pemberville, a town in Wood cbunty. ($841 pet capita, alio 100%).
'The latest estimate available of the population of Paulding Cddnty

"11,19,329; that ofePemberville was 1,301. Petberville spends almast

25Z more on-salaries and.materials thin Paulding` County as a. whole

Can do.

17
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- In the fall of 1973, librarians of all 13 northwestern Counties
from Erie and Huron to Williams, Defiance, and Paulding were invited
to several organization meetings, in the course of which Northwestern
-Library District (NORWELD) wa conceived and project,guidelines prepared.
Eleven counties, are .presently p rticipating Williams and Lucas, for
different reasons, having dropped out. In'the latter case, TOledo (Lucas
County),, being the re urce library, could not also be administering
library. (Problems Of metropolitan library organization, etc., also
complicated the issue.

. .

.

s.

There seems to be no general complaint among the participating
librarians about the-present rather awkward administrative arrangementl
Perrysburg administers; Eowling Green houses the HQ; Toledo, the
resource library, is isolated off to the north. 'Common -sense would
point

'.

int out, however, that time, postage, mileage, and teiephonecharges,
not to mention energy and good spirits, are dissipated in an, arrangement

, -

like this.- And some variation of this comment could be made about
several of the other- Ma.administrative setups. .

.'.,.

-,,

Responses to the questionnaire' phone calls and visits elicited
. responses from some 60%* Of-the arqa libraries, not all Paricipants.

The main programs'of NORWELD's,first year were the reference
and ILL arrangetent with ?ledo, in-service traiangworkshdps, and. .

-an 8mm film circuit. Most of the respondents mentioned the Xast; a

desk assistant at-one.lihrary where the surveyor dropped in unannounced '

, -
was tyiAcally enthuslastic, iayfng that teen-agers (to whom the media,.

are.forbidden) were luring their Parents' to'the library in order to k
..,

check out the films. (Not all, of the respondents were so enthusiastic,

-but-even those who were neutral or negatiVe acknowledged that- he service
/

was new and undetpublieized.) . Y/ '').'s ,
,,

,c There' was general.AgreeMent too that'ihe reference and photocopy

,service from Toledo was good:

A,patrpn tried= to get a specific- piece of information
needed for'''his business from the respective, (governMent).
agencies in Toledo, Defiance, Columbus, Washington, D.C.
He called, us as,a last resort and presto, we'vere able
to secure the needed information through NORWELD.
less to say; he is nka'staunch supporterof our library
and Services. We haye4ad many such experiences.

7.
ti

* Countingyemberville and Paulding as 2, 16 of 27'libraries

responded'. There are now 36Jibraries in NORWELD.

, °
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It is important tp,point out that in towns near an out-of-
county resource library, out-of-county charges levied by-the latter
have encouraged residents 'to use their local point Of access. This was
pointed out more than once. For the purposes of this surveyisuch
a situation means that somelibraries have joined NORWELD,afify to,

oblige such patrons; whethet similar situations obtain elsewhere
has not surfaced.

PiobLibly the main problem facing NOWELD, in addition tc the
awkward administrative setup noted,'is its -size. Present management .

is the respondibl,lityof the Project.D#ector and a clerk --
it .T.dpul& seem, a b.-arge enough staff,to' cover 36 libtarie6 in 12 counties.

,

+

t'
t
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C. INFO

The smallest in area of the MCCs, INFO consists of two counties
with nine main and nine bfanch libraries:, Lorain and Medina Counties

.

together, hoilever, rank fourth in populatfon among the presently.formed
cooperative groups!, INFO is unique both in its configuration of only
two counties and iniits geographical location, tucked in-as it were
between the very large NORWELD to the west, COIN to.the south, and
the non-participating large. urban areas ot Cuyahoga and Summit Counties
to the east. Cleveland and Akron in the latter two counties exercise
\a certain gravitational pull in terms of culture, economics and
employment on the communities- of Lorain and Medina Counties. Still,
such cities and towns as Lorain, Elyria, Medina, Oberlin, etc. retain
an independent outlook and have looked to'each other rather )than-tie

the east for help.
P A

Cooperative activities have existed in-the two counties since
1953, when the Lorain County Librarians', Association was formed, joined
in 1970 by libraries of Medina County and'in 1973 by Lorain County
Community College(LCCC).* Six of the 9-participating libraries
responded to the questionnaire, all'''affirmatiVely.

In the fourteen yearsOhich I have worked at this-libraty.
it seems as if we have progressed from the status-quo of
the depresSiOn:e:ra into an age 4f:4undleths info tion

.gvailable to u.S.,right herg in (ouelittle town).

Priorities since LSCA funding began have included, oat importantly,

reference service, delivery and extension, and staff developm ,. Reference

service has been interpreted as building local reference Call tions,

and some progress has been made (a .6,4%. increase) towarCmeeti ffOLA 1

. standards. .,An attempt to facilitate interlibrary loan through establishing
and-maintaing a-Union-Catalog of non-fiction .titles in Lorain-has
shown title dOlication of some 30.5. Whether in view-of TWXIL, SLOHAC
and OCLC, still another finding too is necessary is a question that needs
furAer investigationt- must be oted, however, that several respondents

mentioned and pxaised,the servic A telephone referral.service has been
a clear.gain.

.

Delivery service, however, has been aproblep in the area'. -41. certain

aqpunt of INFO money has gone 'to subsidize private (librarians') ttavel
forlpickup and delivery of materials, but this has not leen particularly

PiiicceAful. Staff (in small libraries, especially) are not anxious to:take

t the time for long runs,. One of the respondents suggested that a commercial
f

* LCCC is\a helpful participant it multi- county activities but is

not offikially a member of INFO. Oberlin College is not involved
% .

at all.

2O
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' delivery *service should be contracted for: the-aurvevor ynn7d aereeat
least that its feasibility should be exnlored.

There has been a good deal of Wnrkshon activity, 'mainly in
reference'bookC They not only have helped staff to become familiar
with new reference materials, but have helped persOnnel from the various

. - .

libraries to get to know each other, "so that they.would.feel More com-
fortable in calling. on other-member librarieA for reference,d0Istance

-
\

and.interlibrary loans."* The apparently trivial but basically Important

\, "bonus" of much interlibrary activity - librarians getting to knew each
other - is one that_cannot be overpraised. Particularly in a State where
t*Tercentage of "trained" librarians is low --.. and where is it not? --

the psychological suppbrt gained from association on Trofesalonal matters
is of immenge valuatO many peonle working in libraries and, through them,
to the users. .

.
.

An interesting developirient in-gtojact emphasis (beginning, to
some extent, a- t a meeting which the surveyor attended) is a new-concentration

on
\ the aged, A program has/been developed in cooperation with

the Senior Citizens Associationof torain County, Inc. Which will make

a Senior Citizens Librarian (half time) and i Senior Citizens Assistant

'(full time) part.orthe INFO staff.

,In another expaffision of ptesent programs, a part -time_ audiovisual

.librarian is scheduledto'aasiat in a planned audiovisual programpurchase
'end- circulation of 8mm and 16mu films, implementation of audioVisual

-

-workshops-, etc.

The'relatively small size oPthe project area and the Consequently
(relatively)_ neighborly character of the environment has to some extent'

compensated for the-fact that the Project-Director devotes nly part of

his,: time 00%7 24,hrs..) to the project. A respondent points out' that

"project staff*can feel pressures resulting from 'wearing two hats'."

And--when part-time project staff are also employed by the administering

libray, such piessuresNare naturally'incteased.

.
It is hard to make any recommendations as to a change-in'MCC area

format based on the observations made in the fitit paragraph of this section ',

and in the paragraph-immediatelytabove. The operation is small but. neat

and evidently forward-looking. Reference capabilities would undoubtedly

be enhanced by a- contract with Cleveland or Akron (andximprOvement of ,

delivery facilities). It is not the thought of the srveyor that even if

from a project description, 1974.
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regulatory restriction were amended, Lorain and Medina counties
would be "better off" joined to either Cuyahoga or Summit,* in an ALSO

'arrangemept. The subject is, in any case, a matter of majoeconoRrn
'to area trustees and need6 a firm resolution by the State Board as soon
ab-cirdumst pes permit.

1

)

The,MOst recent Planning distriCts Split Lorain and Medina
this way.

22
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D. SWORL".

The Southwestern Ohio Rural Libraries have a long and productive
history 'of cooperative library activity to .support their present projects:
Under the leadership of Doris Wood of Clermonf.Couniy Public Library,
the organization was founded in 1962. At. present th4re are 18 members _

in the group, of which three college libraries, a tighachool library,
and the State Library Bookiftobile are.associate members who do not parti-
cipate in funding., A state institution is a participating member.
Seven counties are represented. Western orientationTof the area is
balanced between Dayton sand Cincinnati;. there is no thetropolitafi pull
to the east, or to the north except, perhaps, somewhat remotely toward,

,Columbus. The geneial.area is rural, with increasing urbanization Only
in the two western counties (between Dayton and Cincinnati) which together
account for almost,,60% of SWORL population. The per capita income ranges-

-from $0.82 in Adams County to $4.54, in Clinton County. The average in
the seven counties would seem to he about $2.43, only 50% of the $5.03
state average and far below_ the $7.00 expenditure recommended in the
latest OLA Standards.

The area, despite the economic disparity hdhted at above, seems to
be homogeneous and to represent a natural grouping-. This evidently
congenial arrangement is undoubtedly partly due to the careAll, groundwork
referred' to in'the-first sentence or two of this section; certainly it .

has been reenforced by successful project management under LSCA,
funding. One would expect a tension betWeen the relatively urbanized
western counties and theAppalachian region to the east (Adams
County has no cities at This seems not to be the case.' From
a library with,a f.t.e. staff of 2 :'

I do. not have anything, but praise for our 'SWORL
cooperative. We are a library in Appalachia.
All of the programs promoted by SWORL have ben
of great service to our library'. atrons
Without multi-county,cooperation the small libiarieS .-

would not be able to give the ,service 'they' are

giving today. The time is past when the small
library can make it alone.

One of the first projects completed' under federal funding was a
survey (1970) by Donald Wright of Evanston, Illinois., Running eo some
50 pages, t consists mainly of 'a rather-detailed description of the
individual libraries in' the seven counties: it "provided the loosely
organized,libraties (as they were in 1969) with a fratework upon .

23
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It

( which to build their foundation Interesti4ly enough, the'andividual,
libraeas that were critized the'most in this survey, did the most
to improVe."k Now fivejor more years old, the survey needs 4 be updated
and a. critical look taken at such activities as the Adams-Brown Counties
State operation, the proliferation of systems.in Warren County, etc.
The Project Director specifically recommended a study of media needs
(a topic which needs. to bestudied,-in fact, in most all of the HCCs).

t .

. Documentation for SWORL is.probably more Complete than that for any
other cooperative. It.shoUld be noted with approval that there are

. references to regional planning studies in the special'project grant
...1. application, although here As elsewhere these references coed be

multiplied and madeNMore explicit. ,

. I.

The present program includes a telephone inforMation "hotline'
from the Cincinnati Public Library set up with a UPS delivery service;
in-service training programsand workshops.; book grants,to improve'
library book collections; centralized procesalng at The State Library
Catalog Center for all books purchased by the-SWORL libraries; travelling
collections onspecial subjects such as antiques, crafts, interior-
Otorating, cassett, tapes and framed art prints; demonstration book
rental grants for four public libraries; public relations materials;
and a SWORL'office and staff: There have been special ehildren's aummer
programs as well.

Particularly noteworthy in this operation is -the evidently successful

cooperative arrangement with Cincinnati. It is-taken seriously.by resource
library staff, not only in the manni4 of the "hotline"-but in
their personal attendance at SWORL Advisory Council and other meetings.
The surveyor was impressed by this latter fact sitice such visits seem to
be catried out not with any intention of "snooping" or attempting to
manage MCC policy, but rather in a spirit of friendly.cooperation.and.,.
a-desire to learn more about the real needs'and-problems of the field.
Any, reservations on ,the part of the resource library seem to deri'e from

a.concerniabout the ever-increasing costs of the operation. Certainly

',both contracting parties (the resource librAY staff and =pie SWORL
staff) _are aware:of the probley which can be addressed, if neyer finally

"solved, " .only by unremittintreview and perhaps .Statewide, formalization
or standaraization of such. procedures as suggested elsewhere in this report.

Equally,impressive has been the series of workshops in hich,

again, Cincinnati staff has been very helpful. Instruction ha en

supported by the production of bibliographies and other material: the

presentations could well travel around the. State for the benefit of other

MCCS, if appropriate compensation for time and service could be made

to Cincinnati.

a

* from a respondent

II

24
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4

-Because cooperation with other types of libraries is
further developed in SWORL than in most other.MCCs, a word or .,two
more about this asp4tof activity there is in order. A high school
librarian:

In the profession we talk much about the
importance of cooperation among different
types.of. libraries. Membership in an or-
ganization'like SWORL is the ideal way
to achietie this end.

From the librarian of a small- private college:

Wit regard to my,personal, professional

growth Iifuel this dynamic group of public
librariAs has uplifted .my spirit so many
times. Their enthusiasm to constantly
better library service 'is commendable.

It has been a pleasure t associate with
Ehem ...(Various workshops) are typical
of the types, of ongoing and in-service .

--training sessions we librarians are glad
to attend.

_These examples have been ;selected from several "testimonials" from
.respondents because they indicate the potential of this kind of
cooperation and can stand in that sense as a,model for other MCC/El.

2 . f

.A. great deal of the credit for the successful aspects of this
operation, including the clear enthusiasm of the respondents (9 of
the-12.public libraries responded, plus three of the associate
members), obviously isbie to the Project Director, who has resigned
to leave the State, but has laid tbe groundwork well.

0

ti

,
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E. MILO

The Miami VallLy Library Organization (MILO) coosist:, of.15
public libraries in 7 counties, generally clustered around Dayton as 4
their metropolitan center (and resource library).

Cooperation yin its present form between the participating
.iibraries began in early 1970 with a meeting followed by a "survey,",
a questionnaire sheec whicn indicated general weakness in referenCe,,
materials,'particularly'in such areas as business, industry, government,
and profeisional and technical subjects. Back files of periodicals,,
for example, were meager. Following; this inventory, a loose organiza-

tion called MILb.,:as fotmed. It has since, with LSCA funding, taken
a firmer and mare peimanent shape, aimed still at "sharing of bbok
and information resources."

Demographig,information in the MILO files is relatively light.
The extent to which area libraries meet, or fail to meet, OLA standards
is not immediately clear.

The surveyor notes in he Ohio Directory of Libraries that there
.is a range in county p.c. intangible support. from $1.93 in Preble County
to $5.42 in Miar4 County, a considerable spread. The area is represented

as being 40% urban, 3O% suburban and 30% rural: these' figures presutably.

do not include the.area covered by Dayto and Montgomery County Library,
not a part of the MCC <it is.the resourc library). Other charadteristics
of the area do not emerge.

There vas a fair].: good response to the .surveyor's questionnaire,

8 of/he 14 participating 1 braries responding. Respondents were generally

Positive: one dramatic example came from a little village
(pop. 600) "which is a great participant of MILO":

A local-farmer came into thii library one
evening and requested books (4 titles) oil

goat breeding. Re uest was sent to MW.
Dayton and Montgom y County Public library
was able to furnish wo books. TWXIL-was

used and found` -.that Cleveland 'Public Library,

had the other titles (Which were) sent to the
,small library. Needless to say, the patron was
well'pleased'and being able to use books from
Cleveland Public Library was quite an event.

This anecdote certainly stands as a tribute to -what multi-county cooperation

and the State Plan are all about.

The goals of MILO include,improved reference and interlibrary loan

serVicecthrough a contract with the Dayton and Montgomery Cou Public

Library0 .the improvement of book collections in areas of re'erence and

circulating non-fiction by. the granting of book funds to each member

y
* Reference question assistance, photocopy service, and interlibrary.

loan. It specifies tie-in with SLOMAC and TWXIL.
/ . 1.



library;.the encouragement of staff development with a majority of MILO

/libraries participating in workshops during the year,* and the improvement

of public relatiyns for member libraries.

Unique aspects of the current proposal include "stabilized projeCt

costs in the faCe of incr asing inflation" and'increased workload." These

latter goals are. in eed praiseworthy in their clear implication of

increased productivity for cooperative activ.i;ies, and are worthy of

emulation by other MCCs. Their implementation is expressed in specific

terms:

. To increase ... ILL to 260 books per month

4r

-21 To increase ... requests" to 490 per month

0

3. To maintain cost,per transaction to under

$8.50 and direct iabbr cost per transaction

to under $3.50

4. To maintain ,.. quality ... by filling or

partiallyffilling 75% of all information

requests received

5. To mOlneain a short turnaround time by

replying to 50% of all MILO requests

within_2Libbmrs

MILO Advisory Council and the Project Director should be commended

for laying-out such explicit goals.

.

Although.the actIvitiesah MItO have expanded somewhat (the PR

feature is.a new one) it is, in general, a compact and workmanlike

program. -There is no'feeling of dynamic growth or thrust, but this

is -not necessarily a criticism. It seems to be the general, agreed-

* upon purpose -- confirmed by respondents as well as by interview

with-one of the participating librarians -- to do small things well.

In.part, this characteristic of the project is due to, thefact

that..the.Project
Director'elob consists mainly (75-80%) of "serving

as resource and reference specialist for information and materials

requests from MILO libraries1-1 The duties include reference Work,

materials searches and supeivision of the full time clerical assistant."

The Other20-25% of his timFi:iiould seem to provide a minimum of oppor-

tunity for the kind of supportive' .sits and developmental activity

* One workshop,, in an interesting way, is beingcb-sponsored with SWORL.

** All of these are fact revisions of the goals of earlier proposals.



to which other Project Directors devote most of their time. As an
extreme contrast, allocation of the Project Director's time in another_
project was described as follows:*

Planning= and coordinating;

meetlligs and workshops 9

Consultation. d' 31

Contract negotiation and
evaluation go

2

Evaluations, reports, news-
letters,.boyk lists etc. 15

Studying community needs for
MCC development

"Current awareness" of methods

5

a

and techniques inliterature 5

Attending workshops, planning
sessions and other pro-
fessional meetings:- 20

Selecting library'materials 9

Other 4

Obligations of the ProjLec Director-in MILO to the reference and infor-
mation service -- floor duty, as it were, would seem to limit, his
perspective and horizohs, whatever the reach of his imagination.

Another circumscribing factor is evidently'the generml tone of
the project, set by its leaders. It p5 practical and cou.vervative and
characterized to a surprising extent by caution. There are exceptions:

the librarian.of one of the larger participating libraries
proposes a "plan for something bigger, not lust more of the same, good

as that has been." Other librarians suggest the development of programs
for the aged, the homebound, and young teens. But one gets the feeling

from correspondence, interview and questionnaire responses that the
general pace is a carefully measured one. There has been a voiced

unwillingness to duplicate the mistakes of others. It is hoped that

some of the recommendations for better dissemination of information

* Abridged

28
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.

t MCC experience s6;r3ntained in this report mayiprove to be of use in
add ssing that cona0h. It is hoped too that a more :probing definition'
of needs in MILO, amamplied recommendation in the:ehird and fourth
patagtaphs of this seetion, may help to stimulate an outreach stream
in the program and to alter what seems at an admittedly quick glance
to be a dedication to the status quo.

-21-
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F. WORLDS

The Western Ohio Regional Library Development (WORLDSarea
began its existence as an LSCA MCC in 1972, with a survey,- conducted by
the librarians of its Advisory Council: The.survey as completed presents
a good,,phytical picture of the (then)J4 member libraries in eight
counties. Thearea, of.1ghich ita is.fhe.nitNal center, and with
Sidney, the 'only urban develiTmpnt, is largely -rural and agricultural.
With 9 perCeht 6,fAthe areaf the Stathe,21 libraries of the WORLDS
counties receive 23 IiefteUt f all thiate's intangibles. As'in
most of the other` MCCs, they is a considerable range in county library
income: from $2.09 in Putnam Gbunty to the,north; to- $4.96 in ,Liftia's

--

Allen County. All-are well belOW the OLA.Standard.

The survey is an exceptiohallycOmileta one in the'terths des-
ti

cribed. There is no realt:characterization orthe population: "rural"can mean
many things, as a drive:ihrough the countryside or a visit to Rockford or
Fort Recovery will attest. A falSe kind of homogeneity appears in
the descriptive passages, of the survey which does not-encourage outreach
-- or reaching out -- to the non -user. Perhaps_the'fact,that it was a
self-study may..haixe skewed responses.

4

/ WORLDS is a pleasant, rolling country. Surprisingly, it
contains the highest point in Ohio as well as a monument to the first
concrete pavement in-America., There is a large recreational area around_
Grrad Lake (Lak(Saint Marys). Otherwise the'region is generally unremarkable:
"more pleasant -- or at least more bucolic -7 surroundings, but," as.the
Survey remarks, "...more difficult.to secure tax support for public
institutions, including library service." Probably irrelevant but
neveitheless striking are a number of enormous churches which,appear
from time to time along the highways and backroads, especially in
the western section. Surrounded by Only'a few houses,andva store or
a gas station, they are like the provincial cathedrals of Europe.

Lima is about equally distant from Dayton, to the south, and
Toledo, tp the north. The project office is in a building next door
to the Lima Public Library, which, serve's as resource-library to WORLDS.
Administering library is Auglaize County (Wapakoneta).-

In its third year of federal/financing, WORLDS goals have been
modest but have evidently seen Achievement. !Features have been workshops and
book grants; in April, 1974, a contract with -Mind began a reference, ILL

.

and photocopy-service. Future plans include microfilming (at Lima)pf a
basic periodical collection, the establishment of an 8mm film circuit,
and the 'production of some public relations materials'.
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According to r pondents (8 of the 14 member libraries
resPonded), theworkshops were successful -- although one need. not .

have been a member to attend. Still, as one librarian commented,
they were especially useful fot non-prof ssionals (no one in her library
is full time) who had noidea how to -'us ekerence materials either
already on hand or purchased through the ook grants.

.,

The book grants-are variously appreciated, depending, one
suppose, on the previous state of the individual collection. One leader
in'the.project felt that the book grants have been what has held the
Medheiship together. This may have been a somewhat exaggerated state-
ment, according to responses to the surveyor'd questionnaire and to
indiVidual interviews with five of the membet librarians, as well as
observation of a planning session. But it is_mo doubt a factor to be
reckoned with, particularly in view of the need to justify cash contri-
lbutions to participating boards.

In this connection, it is still, too early to say What the effect

of.the reference service to Lima ,==ABC*,-- te. Response Afterra

tIew:sionths Was still mixed: two smail.libraries-were-still-i'in:the .

habit"-of gping directly to the State Library; another instanced the
reference-service as having had "little or no-effect on service to
users'-'; othets were mdreenthusiastic. It may -well bethat the use
of the Akc service-depends-more on-the fnember librarians and their
staffs, at:least at first, than -on the public itself. There Would .

seereto'be a.tajorchallenge to the Project Director, if that is -the
case, -o sOmulate a constant awareness of ABC and a common belief in its
usefulneas bonsultation with other Project Directors -on -the history

and-developdent of other reference hotlines woad be of used

On the other hand, it is possible that as patronage develops, it
might be well to consider the use of a larger metropolitan library as a,

backup for the present resource library. Certainly the librarian there

is interested and cooperative, having served as administering librarian
during the painful organization and reorganization period which WORLDS
went through befoe appointment of its present directot. If the resource

library -- the largest and best - stacked library in the area with the

largest professional taff -- needs backup of the sort indicated above,

such a change should b, arranged;

The Project Ditecto'r lalla competent and skrious person.who
suffered a gooti-deal in the early period of her respOnsibility from the

lack of :continuity in managenient already alluded to. She, seems now to

have worked out her goals and to be moving alongto achieVe them. Respondents

were satisfied, or more than satisfied, with the Project Director: *Tine, could

not ask for anything better."'

* ABC to Answers to qUestions. Books, Copies of articles
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Still there are rumblings of discontent on the one hand and 'a
,certain apathypn the other. A couple-of librarians from larger area libraries"

expressed dissatisfaction with various rules and regulations; some of the *-
explicit criticism, when pursued-by the surveyor, turned out to ha'Vebeen-
tesed on hearsay. Two other respondents," elt that the pi6ject should run
direct4 from'the State,level; it is.feli\that this comment, in viei.of
the above, is not a-crifitism of the prOject office but rather the tesult;:'
of a long-Oeriod,of change-and,coniusion, pot to say 'bickering. It is
,recommended that liaison with, the State_Library be vigorously reenforced..
in this frea, in:ordet-to s4port.the sincere dedication of the Floject
Director and the praiseworthy "goals of WORLDS.

ThiS_is a -challenge-as well to.theloard-of Trustees of WORLDS.
Expressed in a responte'from a perceptive librarian -pis the concern that
trustees -are worried about intangibles income, in atOoperative-arrangement,
crossing county lines,-so to speak. Reiponding in"-WORLDS are

not much more anxious to "volunteer" trustees toospecial meetings-or
workshops than those in "-other parts of the State -- "supportive bnemon-

active," "meetingsf yes" if you can get them -to attendbut one,
at_least,'Was strongly in favok of a Workshop or meeting: "absolutely."
°LA and OLTA- would =-seem to- have -a role -here. The WORLDS Board -of Trustees

could be the_catalyst.

Discussion -of WORLDS should -not enCwithout a referenceto the
enthusiastic_participation-of the-librarihn from An area Slate institution.

This kind of cooperation, as in Lebanon (SWORL)-,shows that it can work.
Opportunities in multi-county activities should be pretented to the
Advisory ComMIttee for Institutional Library Setvices, and -- to the extent

feasible the availability of federal supportive funds investigated.
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NOLA

p , .

The Northeastern Ohio Library Association (NOLA) is a vigorous,
active and forward-looking MCC. With a recent change in administration

t (-

at one of the larger area libraiies, it is expected that it willtinclude
all of the eligible regional membership and move even further ahead.

NOLA is not without its problems, however, and it is appropriate
to indicate some of them while describing its size atAshape. 'As its name
indicates, NOLA consists -of five counties in the nortfleastern corner of the

State, with Youngstown as its urban tenter (and resource library). The
__project officeAs located-in Niles,-near but in, a separate building from the-
administering library. The counties are strung along a north -south axis

tfroM.Columbiana, -bordering West Virginia, to Ashtabula on _Lake_ Erie, and
.

include as a.nbrth.!wstern appendage Geauga County. Orientation within
the.area-exhibits a tension, as,relates.6 metropolitan tug: East Liverpool
isras close;to Pittsburgh as to Youngstown; Ashtabula relates east to
Erie as much.as it does south*Durtowand-Chardon, in-GeaUga County, are,,
in many-ways, Cleveiadd Suburbs:,

-

'The ;problems arising fromrthis lack of physical compactness are met,
to some degree, by the scheduling of duplicate wokkshopO te, But there

.remains a lack of regional thinking. A user in fisbon-,,after all, might
_go,shopping in-Canton and not even know where Chardon -ia Like -the very

large cooperative areas (NORWELD and-OVAL) and the very small one (INFO),
, area rethinking is a serious challenge. It -may be thaft bringing other

counties -(e.g, Erie, Portage) into multicOunty-activity will offera '
solution.

The'area is-interesting, having been-settled for many years.

Warren-Niles-Youngstown is highly indUstrialized, exhibiting-both metro-*
4 politan sophistication and urban and exurban blight. Lordstowfi most

conspicubuly has brought much mobile-home development. There is a great

deal of scattered cheap.or run-doWn housing in several of the counties;
some -of it clustered near Mosquito Creek Reteryoir and Pymatuning. At

the same_time there are sizeable-middle-class neighborhoods in-Warren,
Youngqtown, Ashtabula, etc., and a number of attractive-small towns in

the region. (Little of this variety was studied ima 1972- survey of
library facilities and resources made by Mrs. -Katherine Preston;** this,

however, seems not to have been her assignment.)'

with a strong pull west to Cleveland, due'to 1-90.

** .Referred to,.oddly enough, inan-official NOLA communication; as -

-Mrs. Prescott.. More to the point, a fiewly-comMissioned study by

A.liobert Rogers of Kent May help. , .



It should be noted that the urban disadvantaged population "target"
of Project YO-MA-CO-00 in Youngstown has not been acknowledged in NOLA's
goals. The surveyor would wonder whether the resource library's own
nonusers are automatically excluded from MCC attention; the question
is. not directed only to NOLA, one hastens to add.

There are other minority groups in NOLA, which, like the migrants
in NORWELD, are not formally recognized. in NOLA plans and programs: the
Amish and Mennonite families, for example, long servedly a Warren book:,
mobile; and isolated rural black communities in the northern counties.

These aspects aside, one would return 7id"a more positive view. As
stated? NOLA seems to be efficiently operated, by its.Project Director from
a base established by her predecessor. In contrast to the situation in
WORLDS, that transition was evidently a smooth one. The present
Director is a forder employee of the resource library, is.well acquainted
with its facilities and `with the area, and has a good grasp on forward
planning and an appropriately aggressive attitude toward insitutional
glacialism."

The last remark should not be interpreted as directly critical of
"'the resource library which -- although it'has its reservations -- is generally
supportive of NOLA; "We are proud of_onr NOLA and the cooperative spirit
whidh has evolved since its inception." There is, howeVer, a dtrong and
clearly-voiced feeling that the resource library is not being adequately
reimbursed for its services. It may be that the Project Director is at
something of a disadvantage in her position as a former employee. Buggestions
elsewhere in this report are repeated there: a standardized and arbitrated
format for, negotiations, a strong role by administering library and Advisory.
Councif, and a Statewide exchange of experience among Project Directors
-- among resource librarians, as well!

Eighteen of the (then) 24 libraries in NOLA responded. Their
enthusiasm showed., There were favorable comments ca the "frequent visits"
of the Project Director and no suggestions for organizational change. In
a number of small community libraries an increase in use was reported;
in increased. satisfaction by regular users.

The =inactivity sereams in NOLA have been a reference:hotline"
to Youngstown, book grants for reference materiald, and workshc;ps. In

addition, some public relationi activities have been funded. One
aspect of thelast-named activity is ihe labellirig of NOLA-purchased'
books in some member libraries: the significance of this expenditure
of time and money is not quite clear to the surveyor (or to the user)-.
Bookbags and newsletters are perhaps more_obviously useful, as would
beoa more vigorous promotion of "hotline" resources.
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In NOLA, as in some other MCCs, there are participating librarians
who still use the old dependable routes directly to the State Library.
RecOmmendations elsewheie in this report are addressed to that point.
It might be noted that those who made these comments were generally.
on the fringes of the spread -out NOLA area. Other librarians -:- the
majority -- had such comments as:

Cd"
Improved reference service'-with dispatch is greatly
- appreciated, ,by all.our,users old and new.

ILL service has provided. my users with a larger'
resource collection than I could ever give them.
YOUngstown has been marvelosin their service
as our resource center.... We -have added many,
many new users and more and more repeaters....

Large-print promofion is in the works, and it is the expressed
- intention of the Project Director to work toward "total library services,

especially children's and non-print." Significantly,

There has been a rysistance to this expansion
on the part of Advisory Council fearing that -

.1ibraries.will be 'unable to continue Services

the public will come to expect if federal
funds cease.

The uneasy status of MCCs in -their curr t situation is well summarized
in-that statement. The moral for all visory Councils, and for all,
*trustees, is to work for solid State suPport:

The surveyor would comment On the general lack of "other" type7of.-
library cooperation. There is, ipso facto (or willy-Hilly) sore school
library cooperation, since a couple of-areapublic libraries -serve as
school libraries as well. The surveyor hopes thattAmprovement and enforce--
ment of school library standards will alter this situation. Another very
interesting statement on the possibility of closer school/public coopera-
tion was made by a participating librarian well qualified by her own
background to comment:

C
School libraries could more profitably learn and benefit
from cooperation among themselves. This would allow)

them to'build their own strengths. This accomplished,

they could hold their own ina7network whose primary
focus is (or bas been) publiC libraries. Our school
libraries are-so pbor that if they become a part of
an ALSO', they would be lost and (lose all incentive

for individual improvement).*

* Somewhat edited in the interest of intertype cooperation!



H. MOLO

The Mideastern,Ohio Library Organization (MOLO) includes six counties
south of MLA, east of COIN, and more or less centers around Canton. The
major part of the region is hilly and with striking contrasts
between the long-indUstrialized% heart of'St County and the underdeveloped
(excepl, perhaps, for strip mining) reaches of the more remote counties.
29% of the area is officially Appalachia. Tourism is an active industry,
especially around Atwood Lake, in the Amish and Mennonite areas of Tusta-
-rivias and Holmes Counties, An the historic Ohio settlement of 4mr,Scboen-
hrunn and Gnadenhutten, and in canal7days restorations in Coshocton.

,

MOLO is in fact the successor of an earlier LSCA-funded project,
AIRS. AIRS, for three years was a four - county cooperative attempt, under
the Appalachia rubric, to improve reference service, specifically to
business and industry. It served positively (from the point of view-
of MOLO development) In giving the area a "strengabase of materials"'
and-a useful experiende in-the preparation and-evaluation bf publicity.*
Although the four - county, area was too small to.continue as-a viable

MCC,, the rapport achieved between the cooperating libraries was a health-
ful by-product. (A heritage-of somewhat mixed -value is a supply of
annotated lists of films available-"through AIRS" still being distributed
in_at least, one area library; If there -La a large_nuMber of theme, and
if the contents are still current, it would seem to be worth.whileto.
rip off (so-to-speak) the old- front matter and staple on a new MOLO-hated
cover.) Another kind of bridge from the old AIRS activity to the reorganization
and enlargement of multi-county cooperation undeelMOLO was the completion
of an area survey, competently prepared by Donald Wright -(see SWORL).
Subject of the-survey were the 17 librariesPof live counties, of which
11 participated. ,(The total number of participating libraries-during the
present survey was 12, of which 9 responded to the questionnaire.)- -Mr.

recoMmendations touch on a number of areas, all valid within
the (eventual) ALSO concept."

. Progress in MOLO has been slow -- perhaps deliberate is a better word.
Tdrectorship is a part-time activity of the librarian of the adminstering
library, Louisville. Largest library is-Stark County (Canton), whose staff
la actively interested in MCC\development 'and CantOn's rote therein: An
Advisory Council meets regularly and is well-organized interms ofIsub7
cammittee'activity; one is reminded of COIN. It is difficbet to pinpoint
the reason thatMOLO is not moving forward more rapidly; some mistrust of
the shadow -of the resource library,may be involVed, although,such-a fear

is not explicity expressed. It is more likely a matter -of Shifting gears
into a new multi- county configuration., Strong support from the State
Library'is urged. Although the former consultant was highly praised by

* A professional evaluation of the publicity component

conducted without dramatic 'redults;



participating librarians and by Mr. Wright, and the present surveyor
observed her strong leadership role'at an Advisory'Council meeting, the
existence of MOLO has not been widely advertised or sustained in the
Statewide arena. One of the most experienced of the other MCC Project
DirectOrs was not aware, as late as September, 1974,-that MOLO was an
LSCA entity. Every-effort should be made to develop a feeling of_con-
fidence and pride.

A novel feature of MCC development here has been the "mini-library"
concept suggested by Mr. Wright: the development of specialties by several
libraries whose collections "have a certain character." They do indeed.
The range is from the Amish'and Mennonites through the Constitution*'to
gypsies, circuses and carnivals: to-read the list is.to want to visit'.
HOLD libraries. The difficulty noted in another MCC is recognized, that
non-circuiatigems would be of tittle regional (as opposed to local)
value; emphasis is put on the-purchase-of circulating duplicates (and
not sets):

Current planning includes the expansion,of_AV collectiona,
specifically 8mm_ films (a circuit exists) and-catsettes. Workshops are
planned. Another endeavor is to standardi e ILL procedures.

A reference-network has not rea ly been established.--Other types
of libraries are not involved, although Mount Union College is in the.area,
along with-sotheState_university branches and some private colleges.
School libraries do not participate (although-one library is housed in
a school building).- State institutions, e4,., Massillon State and
Indian_River,Schoel for -Boys, have not joined.` respondent remarks that
"they.have very tittle to'offer us in the way df resources." The surveyor
would respond that the sharing might be the other-Amy.

9.

There is considerable satisfaction evidenced in librarians responses,
It would teem that MOLO has4a good natural shape and a kind of homogeneity of outs.
look. The present situation does not seen: to be a dynamic, growing one, however..

This is probably due not only to the reasons sugiesred-abOve "(the relatively

recent reorganization, etc.) -but also to the fact that the directorate,
is the responsibility of a busy head librarian. It is recommended both

that consultation to the project be given high priority, and that the Advisory

Council be encouraged to formulate a more comprehensive plan. There,

should be a full-time staff, with a director or co-ordinator to be named
-as soon as possible. Ttblid relations should be stepped up, not only to

,,publicize mini-collections and AV materials, but to increase the pride and

InoWledge of local staff. One floor person whom the-surveyor-talked to refused

to discuss MOLO, saying that she didn't know-anything about it and that the
surveyor would have to talk to the head librarian! Reference hotlines should

be warmed up. Support should be presently provided for Canton (crowded and
understaffed as it is), and future connections with Akron or even Cleveland
explored.

* Louitiville'is the "Constitution City."
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OVAL

The history of the Ohio Valley, Area libraries as a viable unit
goes back to, 1967, at least, when trustees and librqrians from four.touthern
Ohio counties met to discuss mutual concerns. Joined by two'other
counties, the group formed OVAL in January, 1969. 'It now consists of 11
counties in the middle southern border of the State. .OVAL has become the

first Area Library Service Organization.in Ohio, and it has earned its
place as a leader in multi-county cooperation.

The area is quite large and, although there are a number of towns,
it is sparsely populated. There 1.8 a good deal of public land. Ross
and Scioto Counties, on the western edge (next to SWORL) are the moui
populous and by far .the best supported for library,resources. But even

with their Contribution, the total library operating expenditures of
OVAL, were less than 22, in 1973, of those of the State as a whole.. .There
is a good deal of fight in SoUthern Ohio. New industry has been attracted
to the. area, either through direct State efforts or through Appalachian
programs. It can be said that an increasing number of people live in
OVAL because they want to, rather than because they have to. Still, it

is an economically poor area, stringently limited in its resources. Vinton

County, using 100% of its intangiblestax, has only $1.01 per capita for
its libraries. Meigs Countcollects $1.20 but spends only 84 cents per
person per year. Its total library staff, for a county population of
19,000, is three.

In.1970, the first fuil7time director for OVAL begari work.
Subsequently a project office was set up in Wellston. Administration,
.first of the MCC under LSCA funds, and now Ofthe ALSO, has been tamest
and dedicated. Recently, the project Was fortunate in having as its

interim Airectan a most competent person, its children's consultaut; who
not only managed the project during an interregnum period but also' supervised
the preparation of its next year's proposal. A new Director was n :d after

this survey was completed.

There has been especially9niughtful and supportive help from
trustees during the years that OVAL has developed. Such backup is aportant

in any of the burgeoning Mcc"...21'11) such a scrawling multi-county arqi as

OVAL, it is v1tal. Not only experienced trustees familiar to the s rveyor
from thiir long-time participation in_State planning, but also new o es;

are enthUsiastic. A trustee from one of the one - library counties wa,

particula'rly candid and weil-inforthed about the problems and opportunities

the ALSO faces. It is this kind of-coOperation which makes plans work:
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Programs have been developed gradually, on the basis of long-term
plang. Early ainis"(e.g., 1969) were to upgrade the adplt book collections
through grants to the libraries, to maintain an area wide PR program, to

survey extension services, and to conduct inservice training. Programs
to meet these aims or goals were varyingly successful. The extension survey,
for example, though faulted by some, citd indicate a rather widespread lack
of awareness and use.

0

Improvement of book collections remains a major goal. Grants for
'book purchases have been augmented, in the last few years, in order to

assist all member libraries to meet the information needs of their commun-
ities in other ways. Two member libraries were at first named as
resource centers. It was thought that with TWXIL as a 'backup* these
libraries, with two others within OVAL, would suffice for ILL and reference
needs. More recently,, it has become evident that a major outside resource
library should be contracted with; Ohio Uni rsity, within the area, has

been approached. (As indicated in other sect ns of this:report, thee

surveyor would recommend for eventual conside tion a large public library,
perhaps Cincinnati. .A careful study of delivery options should precede
any decision.)

Workshops are part of ongoing programs. Equally important, however,

in an area with few trained librarians, has been the availability of cOnsultants-
on the project staff.' Both a childrpnsl-and an adult opnaultant
have made the impact of OVAL services a strong one. Programs and

.implementation -- range from weeding to outreach. Detailed program design,

has been prepared for each..

. . .

.
. A

.

would add anextension specialist to the OVAL
survey (the second)-was under way during the
is proposed -that data collected, including-

mail project, will be evaluated by such a

A new proposal
staff. A 1974 extension

course of this-study; it-

the.impact of a books by
specialist.

Finally, a public relations component has been added. to the

plans of the ALSO.

OVAL has not been without its problems. - A change of manage-
ment was one, although the project landed on its feet. Partial, rather

than full funding of the ALSO, promptedsome early misgivings about the
relative benefits of cooperative effort.

* OVAL was a major user built into the original SWXIL experiment.

4
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Reduction of direCt state aid was painful. Static in the lines between

the State Library and the project has caused trouble and confusion in
certain administrative areas, particularly where.ALSO.rulee differ from

conventional lines of public library accountability. Trustees on the

OVAL.Board, used to quasi-social occasions, hive had to work lOng, hard

days to clear a.crowded Agenda.
,

The OVAL Bard.sees as the strength of the project euchaehiev-
ements as improved and increased Aollections, and.staff development. Responding

libraries (7 of the 12). were more specific: adult services, Children's

services, public relations, workshops, adult refere and non-fiction,

-centralized processing*, TWXIL (not, of coursdr ally part of OVAL),

weeding ....

All is not perfect:

For the first time in' many years we are

,getting a decline in usage. HOwever,

some,,people would say. we are. getting a

better class of clientele.,

S

The reader may interpret this as he wishes, certainly as well as the

surveyot%can do. In contrast, from other librarians: "OVAL generally ,

has been _a plus for us" "I feel-we are going forward in raising our leVe1 1

of library service to Our community, a situation which would .never have

been achieved without the OVAL - ALSO." "This program has been,a'lifeaaver,

and we hope that it continues.'! -"Cooperative activity hes raided the

standards of what is offered."

The chief concerns of'the respondents have been, first, the use

of the antra- system resource libraries, and second, reductions in

direct state aid. Observations 9n the lirst point have already been

made; it was probably a planning mistake to`try to use limited fuhding

to build up middle sized libraries to the status, of major resource ,

:centers. To the second, the surveyor can only join in the general hope

that with. more complete funding of.the ALSO, and especially in view of

its plans, its competent consultants and its proven ability to move.

aheed, 'the cooperative venture will help to ameliorate that Concern.

It is certainly a topic for serious trustee consideration and one which

should, serve as the launching pid for a tough and immediate appeal to

the legislature. No amount of coopetation or outside help can campen-

sate
.

for the problems of inadequate funding: overworked staff, worn-out

buildings, dismal collections. In this sense, OVAL so far has only

begun. Athens, Gallia, Hocking, Jackson*, Lawrence, Meigs, Pickaway, 1

Pike, Ross, Scioto,. Vinton: .Toied4r they have worked and planned

lard to give their citizens access to essential public library services.

* ,Not mentioned above; a somewhat moot point, according to testimony

at a Librarians!' Advisory :Committee meeting attended% Not all

were 'participating." '
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J. SOLO

. The southeast corner of the State is scenic, historically rich,
and, in terms of library support, very poor. It has been left until
lastin this report because it has for various reasons been slower than
the others in seeking recognition as a multi-county cooperative. One
would expect, to see.it round the bend within the next year.

Not far from Marietta, across the Ohio River'from West Virginia,
is Belpre, where the Belpre Farmer's Library, established in 1'96 by
Colonel Israel Putnam, was one of the first subscription libraries in the
Northwest' territory. Marietta is at the southern verge of SOLO, and ond
of its ma:'or libraries: The nine counties involved in current planning
border on OVAL to the west, and MOLO to the north.` Libra-y.service in
the area has long been dominated by a State Library Service Center in
Caldwell. Like the former center in Napoleon, it has thrown its shadoW
across independent local library development; unlike it late counterpart,
the Caldwell Center has been enabled,actively to work toward regional
library cooperation.

The main.problem hinted at in the discussion-of OVAL echoes
any review of the hangups which have slowed SOLO's progress toward MCC

status': the -need for better suppert of the lo al library before regionally-baded

expansion has any meaning. Contributions in time or money or /energy to

-multi-county cooperation can have only a very low, priority when there is
no money to. buy, books or ray staff or fix.the roof -- or, most recently,

to keep the gas :I1 lights from being turned off. Under such circumstances,

asa SOLO librarian writes, "aspect's of regionalization lose much of their

lustre,", particularly for the larger libraries which have relatively heavy

obligations and. commitments. But there is both resilience and ambition
hills of southern Ohio,. as OVAL has shown and as SOLO will prove.

Area planning for SOLO has produced A wekghty "planning Portfolio"

whidh in many ways Could ,serve as a model for other MCos.%It focuses
ih.turn on natural features, economy -- both general and in specific
,arei.,uean development (of which there is little), population, income
andunemployment, health, education, transportation, and parks, recreation

and conservation, It is noteworthy because of its frequent reference to
various independeut studies-, such as The-Ohio Appalachia Regional Community,
'Study, Ohio :Leber Market InformationOhio Highway Construction Program,
.1^'7-1972-f'datscifrom the Economic Research Division of the"Ohio Department

of Jevelopment, etc. A wealth of information,has been gathered relating
in the largest seneto the assessment of needs; it can be faulted only'

where it tends to SI.* out of date, but revision and updating of such

rich'base will not b hard to accomplish.*

It suffers as well from a characteristih evidently endemic in much

MCC documentation; may of the memoranda _re undated.
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The a'ea is or one, as haiAlready been implied. The most
recent figures from the DireCtor of Libraries show atrange,in per
capita library support aiofig the ,nine participating counties Of from
77c to $3.07, none even up* half the figure recommended by 1}72 OLA
Standards. These amounts arekdistributed to 14 area libraries, pro-
-portionately reducing the yiek,to some (in Harrison, Belmont 4fid,Perry).
And, to conclude what may seem t\ be a rather negative overview, of Area
probleMS, death, retirement, etc.'have decimated the ranks of the
experienced librarian-planners in SOLO in the last yearlor two, to an
unexpected degl So much for the bid news, in the current phrase.

Reports late in.1914 from SOLO indicate a renaissance in Confidence
and thus in activity. The formerly somewhat ambiguous position of the
SLO Center in, Caldwell has been agreed upon to be one of leadership,
as determined by the SOLO grou tich meets monthly, and by its Executive
Council. The latter "has been uming an even larger and more dir'ct
role in the Regional Library program."

For example, the film sub-committee establishes.
film policy and for the past two years has been-
purchasing all films for the-Center. Another
positive step taken by the SOLO group has been
the establishment of reciproeal borrowing pri-
vileges among_member libraries.* .

Further,

A reference Network Coordinator has been hired to
oversee the development of the SOLO Microfilm Project,
and,. to guide present use of enin-diatrIcl_Wata_Lneference-'
Hotline," TWXIL, SLOMAC, and related network functions
implemented with the participation of the Libra'iAns

Council.

Thus a beginning. Future plans include !In expanded ar
emphasizing such regional needs as area industry, agricultural inf
etc.; expanded AV mat rials (including the film circuit alluded to)
expanded bookmobile service; in- service training; and a consultant
staff. The last two are espggially important in an area where the
are very few professional librarians. The surveyor would have sore
suggestions about the use of a major metropolitan library as a resource
center, already familiar to readers of earlier parts of this survey,
but they are now premature.

An air of confidence now seems to exist in SOLO, an ambience which
promises to develop achievement and to sustain what a respondent perceives
as "local consensus;' that "rapid progress is being made to vitalize
regional development in this part of the State."

:

*' From a 'respondent. The latter "positive step" is one, it will
beremenihered, which has not yet been taken by all longer-
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III. RECOMMENDATIONS

A. Recommendations Relatin Most Directly to the State Library

0

'Al. The SLO must concentrate on rekindling statewide interest in MCCs.
4

State Library policy is to let the burgeoning organizations develop
independently, a praiseworthy motive. But there are. several unfOrtunate
results of such a policy. Except for summary reviews in State Library
reports and publications, there is very little continuing publicity
about current MCC activity. Not only is present enthusia-Sm somewhat
dampened by the situation, but other fires are not kindled, 'A new ALSO.
leaflet (late 1974) is only an attractive beginning.

A2. Communication should be improved between the SLO and the project offices,
and through the latter to the member libraries. At present, communication
is generally random, consisting mainly ofanswers to questions (Sometimes
quite a while in coming). The consultants are ovetbur'dencd, a situation

which does not promise to improve very soon. Their formal statements at
advisory and other meetings consist typically of an overload of (frequently
threatening) information about federal and State funding. There is a short-

age of down-to-earth advice and encouragement, which cannot be communicated
in brief monthly chats.

. communication within the State Library is
poor -- the answers and information we get (froffi

our consultant) are not always the latest:
would be useful if State Library people were able
to say 'yes "' or 'nor- or even a flim 'maybe' without

checking back withColumbus:I*.

Personal styles of consultants vary a goad deal. This is not bad in

.
itself, and in most.field situations' where they were observed at work,
the consultants and their "constituents" seemed to have .worked out a

comfortable modus operandi. Yet in some cases, the consultants were

. taking a much more directive role than in others. The surveyor suggested,

as a kind of trial balloon, that the consultants might somehow rotate
(so to speak) through the State, affording cdortunities (1) for the
consultants themselves to observe and compare contrasting states of
development among the MCCs, and perhaps as a result to discourage
successive reinventions of the wheel; and (2) for the benefit of the
various Project Directors and, consorting groups, who would be able to

.draW on the varying expertise of specialists in LSCA regulations,
,children's services, network design, the catalog center and cataloging

Oervices, aid to the handicapped and institutionalized, etc.

* Uncredited quotations are from questionnaires..
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Response.to the suggestion was varied: a lack of overwhelming
enthusiasm on the part of tbe Project ,Directors deriving, one would ;
suspect, from a feeling o;: uneasiness at the prospect of being confronted
*with a succession of "new" persons unfamiliar with their history, however
brief, and their problems. Several did comment favorably on the perceived
benefit of drawing on varied subject competence. In an ideally-staf ed
situation Statewide, some compromise, might be arranged whereby the su
of a continuously-assigned consultant would be augmented by a series of
visits from others, "ou:siders."

A need that could be met informally through the
'OLA office is one for successful "pradticing
librarians" to serve as consultants on problems
that some of our small member libraries identify.
OLA office could be helpful in advising us on people
to consult.

Other comments about. State Library consultants were scattered
and evidently individual. The consensus was that their help was
important and beneficial, though necessarily limited in time and

(therefore) depth. Only now and- thendid=one get the sense that,
participation in ITC-or ALSO development was, for the consultant,
an\obligation rather than an opportunity.

The effect of the situation described in the preceding paragraphs
has a serious effect on the position of the Project Director. See Section

C, especially the quotations from Directors tinder Recommendation Cl.

* * *

13. Files at the,State Library should be usefully organized. This

comment does not apply to. the LSCA- project files per se --these,
from application to evaluation for eVery project year, are admirably

complete. Howeverrthe surveyor would comment from his examination of
the project files that reports by the consultants are not readily
available in every place where one might expect them to be found.
This rather oblique observation is meant to allow for the possibility
that such field reports may exist, in the filesaf the State Librarian,

the Assistant State librarian for Library Development, or the Planning

Development Supervisor. While_a Project Director might be briefly

glad, that few such eports are, kept in the LSCA files, he,should

second thought re et that it cannot be easy for the State Library Board

(or in this sens its deputies) to review his problems or his progress,

and to make ap ropriate recommendations or commendations; as the case

may be.

Specifically, the official LSCA files (generally speaking) give
little clue to the day-to-day or month-to-month working of the MCCs.
Of course, they exist mainly for the purpose of 'audit. Furthermore,
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there is no other index, compilation or tabulation of significant up-to-date
information. For instanceAwhen the surveyors . preparing his
questionnaire for distribution, one of the co ultants, upon request,
obliged with a list of participating librar/ , and librarians. In the
course of compiling the list,..the consulta discovered that the most
recent record of NORWELD wis inaccurate, .d corrected it. But not until
after the questionnaires were mailed wr.. it found that half a dozen
SWORL libraries had been omitted, including one of the original member
libraries, Unwitting oversights of this sort can and do cause,hard feelings.

Similarly, except for those printed in The State Library Review,
lists of monies allocated to the several MCCi havA not been generally'
available in any one convenient for& to project personnel.

A4. Up-to-date indexes should make informational listings on libraries,
librarians, project personnel, funding status, even project descriptions
for MCCs and ALSOs instantly available. For example, a question like
"Hciwpany/which MCCs have children's services?" ought to yield instant
useful reply. Another example: "Mat support has the COIN area had
for workshops ,over the past x years?"

* * *

Reporting lines above the consultant ,1.evel should be clarified.
Project personnel dO not relate easi:ly to the upper echelons of

State Library authority. 'Again, the overcommitment of. SLO e::ecutive
staff seems to have been the problem. Acknowledged lines of authority
are not apparent -- were not,even earlier in 1974, when the SLO was
more fully staffed. The effect of such a situation has been demonstrated
in many libraries in Ohio and elsewhere: endruns'by any and all concerned
directly to top management or the the Board.

A number of recommendations In this report both above and below,
indicate the advisability of the following recommendation. A5. A clearly
designated desk of centra4 MCC and ALSO authority should be established
within the SLO. "Whom should I call when my consultant is out on the road?"
Like almost all the other reCommendat±ofts made in this- survey, the one above
is releVant to the formulations of new guidelines for the positions of
Assistant State Librarian for Librcary Development and Planning Development
Supervisor, as well as (importantly) for donsuftants. /

.

* * ,*

a

Somewhere between the Board and the labpring librarians in MCCs

and ALSO develoPipent therd'are.oraer entities} the State Library

Advisory group's. These have :involved somewhat unequally-in.befalf

of multi-oounty development. And tilefr involvement,'as indicated in
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recommendations A6 and A7 following, hasytet despite.the best efforts in

News and Review; been well advertised. One extreme example may t)e cited

response:
.

The 'State Librari, haS,failed during the
last two years tb. bring the libraries along
as changes havebeen Madeto cooperatiVe ,

development requirements. A-casein point
is local funds.* In the' spring of 1973' local

fundsWererequested to:be part of the
project application as a one time fmibr to
help the%Sta-tibrary over a difficult fin-
ancialperiid. This changed in the fall of

1973 to a requirenient, without much notice
i en and little (if -any) 'attempt to have

input froM libraries. Project directors-have
been used by the-State Library to push their
programs on the local cooperative. Little

attempt has been'made to-have input sohat.
I

the needso thel.ibraries can be identified

and met.

The develOpment,of Cooperative library systems
started-as-a-cooperative effort between the
State Libraryand.the libraries of Ohio. I

feel that this point hasbeen*overlooked at
times-during the last few-years. The basic

problem is one of a breakdown in communication.
-There Is a tremendous amount of printed material
which is ground out from-the State -Library to
slant thought in a direction which they feel

Comf6rtable with. There is and has been little

real communication in the-develoOment\of basic

changes in-cooperative philosophy in'the last

few-years.

A",

The Advisory Council on Federal.Library Programs gave considerable

time.and tho4ht to the cash contribution question and made a considered

recommendation. Certainly the final Board recommendation was not,'as

the-above paragraphs seem to imply, a light or casual decision. But

the quoted paragraphs indicate a lack of awareness of these facts.

i.e., in-kind and/or cash contributions. --These paragraphs.

ate from a respondent.
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A6. The advisory grOups* should have clear and definite. MCC res onsibilities
appropriate to their missions. It was reported -to the surveyor that the
Advisory Committee for Library Outreach services offered to consult with
MCC planners and:to support their activities but that the offer was
-not acted upon. Was that offer passed.n? How?

SiMilarly, the Advisory-Council on Federal Library Programs
(ACFLE) .is,-to the knowledge of the surveyor, only dimly-aware of its
role in MCC and ALSO development. Specific involvement has included
extended discussion of the priority for MCCs when the loss of LSCA'funds
was threatened,/and approval of a recommendation to the State Library

Boardon cash-matching requirements for LSCA-funds in MCCs, as referred
to in the above critique, as well as a review of project evaluations.
General involvement - -- considerably more important in the long term--
has been consultation with SLO staff in the preparation of guidelines for
spending federal funds. These guidelines have in every case favored inter-
library cioperation. But their base has been on the theoretical, not the
working level.

An extended in-person review Of-multi-:county Rctivity .by Project Dlrectors
should be prepared for the ACFLP, not only because of the major prole of
the federal government in,present support but also in preparation,for'later
presentations for State-support.

Finally, the role, or more accurately, the-power-of the-Advisory
CoMmittee for ALSO Review should. be more .aharply,defined and- used.- -

At present, 'its existence seems mainly formal.' -Some thought might be

given to enlarging_its membership and therefore its representativeness,
thus increasing its effectiveness both to.,the board and to the libraries
of the State. Decisions-and recommendations made by-this Committee
should-be immediately forwarded to consultants and to the field. Perhaps-
more _importantly than1ar_other_State_Library-committegs4but-certainly
equally so), the pipeline to OLA and OLTA should be open, so that the
administration and committees of those organizations are at once made
aware of the outcome of deliberations-,-

0

There:are questions in the field as to where the crucial decision-
making power rests., The decision-tOmake OVAL the first: ALSO is. a case in
point. The low per capita income was-evidently the swine factor. But
there has been misunderstanding of this reasoning, and some bad feeling lingers
As a result of the misunderstanding. These remarks -- without laying
'out further evidence -- are intended not to reopen the question whether
OVAII.should indeed have been so designated, but rather to irlustrate .the
importance of full and complete documentation amply supported by appropriate
staff, committee, c.ncil, professional association or othir presumablY
unbiased reporting.

'i41.
. Nn

* Groups advisory to the State Library, not MCC or1'ALSO advisory
'committees or councils.

A
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The surveyor is aware of the logistic difficulties of adding to
the time required for meeting and. action by these groups: a compromise

_might be achieved partially by correspondence and mail review. The

membership could serve, if well used, to supplement the efforts of SLO staff
at' every level and to. encourage a feeling in. the field that the State

Library did indeed listen. But in order to achieve this goal, individual
1members or whole advisory groups must not -- as has.occurred in the past
--:be confronted with what appears to.be a fait accompli.

A7. The 'State Library should correct the impression that the State
Librarian single-handedly makes all important decisions.' The role of
advisory groups and the authority of the Board should be made clear
to all concerned. And internally (within the SLO), the implementation
of recommendation A5 will be most useful.

g * * *-

In some senses the State Library, /wits encouragement of.MCC
development, is competing with itself. This expression is probably-too-

easy to-make, and is certainly too cryptic and requires more explanation.

The threemajor objectives of the OLDP (listed on page 1) bore

yithin.themselves the seeds of the problem-, a -fact that Wasnoted many

years ago-1.n the early OLDP workshops. Both network development' and

'the strengthening of the State Library,iMpprtant as they are, must pro

.ceed in coordination with, almostlyoked with, ALSO development. 'Otherwise

they may, if they run ahead, prove more immediately attractive than the

slower and more tediods-mechanism of multi-county cooperation. Examples

aboundIn-the-area-of-network-developmenti2MIL-,and-StOMAG-have-Cast
a spell which in many parts of the State is, in some vague way, reeriforced,

by the lengthening shadow of OCLC.* While many persons working in libraries-

do not clearly perceive theinterdction between these entities_ ortheir

interface, to the extent thtat it existe,.there his developed in some capes

a mixture of awe and. envy which invests these electronic systems with A

glamor that interlibrary' loan certainly lacks.

These services have bolstered the efficiency of the SLO reference

and .IIL service. Again and again, the [surveyor was told that it was

"easiee'to go thethe State--Library for these services than to go through.

the local systdm. This was not all information from the head librarian:

some of-the Most interesting informants were the "other persons" in small

libraries who were there whetrthe librarian wasn't.

* TWXIL TWX Interlibrary Loan: SLOMAC State Library of Ohio

Microfilm Automated atalog: ,OCLC Ohio College Library Center.

The first two are SL projects: OCLC, though it has received.

LSCA funding through he State Library is essentially independent.
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IC

The easiest recommendation would be thatiSLOrcut off direct
access to its reference and/or ILL service by MCC member libraries,
requiring them to use authorized channels.* This action,' however,

would be drastic and probably unwise or, at the present, at least,

premature. A better plan would be the suggestion or requirement that

A8. MCCs which include such access in their membership benefits should -;

a. have special inservice workshops to alter habit's and
attitudes of professional and nonprofessional personnel) **
and .

b. exert pressure through their. several Advisory Councils

or other appropriate top-level MCC authority to make
authorized. channels at least as attractive as if.not

more so than direct lines to the SLO:

Where "authorized" = contract, such pfessure will perhaps be easier to

exert. It has been suggested elsewhere that all MCCs be included in

TWXIL network plans. The original inclusion, of OVAL as a test entity

in the original TWXIL design Worked well for OVAL but did little for

the self-esteem of MCCs otherwise.***

* * *

A.9. The whole question of paperwork, from top to bottom, needs serious

review to the purpose.of simplification. Although clerks or their
deputies are)used,to the requirements of Statc renorting for audit

of reguiar library funds, the extra burden which an administering
library assumes when an MCC is formed is not a light one. For example,

Luut.Libuilsyn-reports"seem to be-very cumbersome and time-

consuming to compile."

"If the State Library expects the m-c networks to succeed, direct

access to the Union Catalog must be stopped, ". -- a Project Director.

.** "Inattention to the local librarian who acts as a 'gatekeeper'

to the resources, of the system can negate, all the efforts of the system

planners. -- Dorothy M. Sinclair, Growth Patterns in Multi-Library

,SYstems.for.Public Service (Cleveland, 1970, p. 110.

*** See Richard Palmer, TWXIL: TWX Interlibrary 'Network, ed., with

evaluation and comment, by A. J. Goldwyn, (Columbus, 1974), esp. p. 13.

-
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Within the projects, internal and inter-library paperwork could be
cleaned up a good deal. Accumulation seems in some cases to exist chiefly
for the purpose of justification of precent grants and preparations
for future ones.

A10. SLO should make an Administrative Assistant ,regularly available

to project offices and member libraries for help and advice', or
alternatively', should contract with an outside person to give this.
support. The savings in time and accuracy would. be considerable..

All. SLO should commission a consultant to study records'and reports
presently required within the MCCs and to advise Project Directors
and Advisory Councils as to their utility, as well as to methods of
accelerating the flow of really useful information.

There has been some mention-of two regular State Library publications,
and they are referred to in later pages. News from the:State library
and -The State'Library Review* are widely distributed and, one assumes,
Widely file'd.** 'Ohio librarians are generally aware'of their value as
bulletins of record; still at various MCC meetings the surveyor hear&
statements like "I tried to find the rule On that in News ... but ..."
The index,to News is not widely subscribed to or, it is feared, widely
consulted., The. Review and the Ohio Directory of Libraries are not, by
their naare, detig for-complete currency.

4

It is suggested that Al2. the SLO launch a new publication oriented
directly if.not exclusively to MCC/ALSO administrators, participating
librarians and trustees. Alternatively, a one or two page sdpplemet
on colored paper could be a regular feature of News, devoted to cooperative
news and-aet4v4Iles,--Such a-publioat4on r.ould-include-reprints-or
abstracts of articles relevant to MCC and ALSO interests appearing in
News and Review, as well as,in various other publications like Round-Up,
a el ldren's services newsletter (also from SLO). In its No. 88 issue,
(August, 1974), there were notes on "Children's Services in Multi-County
Areas" and "Children's Services in an ALSO.". Items from all of these
sources .as well as others --\legislative _newsletters, etc. -- could at
least be summarized if not reprinted, their source clearly indicated.
A vigorous editorial policy could encourage contributions of news,
activities, plans from personnel of the several projects. A cumulative
index to the contents of the publication should be carefully prepared
as.perhaps'its most useful feature.

* the annual report of The State Library of Ohio

** News is not easy to file, appearing as it does on legal-size sheets,
monotonously alike in appearance, in spite of the frequent use of

photographs,.
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/The iole of the State Library Board And staff seems to be the
subject of so much comment in this survey that it is perhaps necessary
from time to time to reaffirm the surveyor's belief in the generally

positive statements made in the opening paragraphs of this report.
Almost everything w ich can be construed as negative in the surveyor's
comments can be cha ed sadly but simply to the shortage.of'staff in
the SLO; almost everyt ing positive, on the other hand, can be credited
to the imagination, i tiative, and hard work of the administration
and consultant staff.,
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`B. Recommendations Relating Most Directly to the
Ohio Library Association and the Ohio

Trustees Association

As indicated' earlier, Statewide interest in MCCs and ALSOs

needs rekindling. Because the surveyor feels that OtA/OLTA-can and
should play a role in this revival, most of the following recommenda-
tions are directed to that end.

gl. The Ohio Library Association and Ohio Library Trustee Association
should redirect their energies to MCC and ALSO support. No program

spot at the Fall' 1974 OLA/OLTA Conference spotlighted MCCs. The

presentation at the State Board meeting, though adequate Etr_se, was
not well-advertised or well-attended. ,A rather ironic observation

might be deriyed: though The State Library is somewhat ambivalent

about "fathering" these organizations, preferring that they-develop
.indigenously, it was only-under SLO sponsorship that they were glen

a platform.
,

Even more ambivalent is the role of OLA/OLTA itself. -The Ohio

Library Trustee has been'conscientious in reporting MCC work: examples-

appear in October, 1971 ("Acronyms Spoken-Here," a State Library release,

in effect; agood job by Claudine "Smith); Octobei-1972- (on- COIN, -by-
librarian Janet Berg of Marion); January, 1973 ( "Better Service for

Library Users: The OLDP and ALSO' -s" again by-Mrs. Smith-of the _State

Library Staff); and January, 1974 ("Un,date Ohio Ne0ork Development"),

possibly also from the State .Library, but for fiA date, rather Mis-

reAdinw.--NORWELD as an entity, althotigh ifs first funding began` in

January, 1974, was not acknowledged.* SOLD was given more independence

than it deserved at that time, through use of -a multi-purpose map that

included "Counties served by State Library field units", giving-SOLO

and Unicin and Madison counties apparent network status.**

There has been less coverage in OLA.Bulletins. In January,

1971, Lewis Branscome, then ChairMan of the Advisory Council on Federal

Library programs, with Joseph Shubert, Stste Librarian, wrote "Let's

Do it Together," in which the grand prospect for multi-county cooperation

under, the OLDP was sketched. "Putting on AIRS" appeared in October,
1971,; ;describing; the short-lived information service in the present

',J1OLO'area, written by librarian Norman Wetzel of. Dover. In April,

.1:974, a "Librarians are for People" piece by Claudine-Smith (see
above) tied MCC and ALSO development into the 1974 Governor's Conference

activities.

* ,Nor was it, as of October, 1974, 'shqwn on the bap in the OLA/OLTA

office. 1

/

** This same nap has appeared elsewherensi2k2;The State Librar Review

1972-1973. It shows "Target group service projects in operatiOn Jule,

1973" as well, activities are not clearly related to MCC develODment.
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, .

Theattitude of the Executive Director of OLA/OLTA.is positive'
and supportive. tot enough' pan be said for his ,strong position
during the years of development of the OLDP. Since the first one
began, he ha6 taken part in various MCC workshops and programs as
well as in regional presentations, and is ready and willing to
participate in others. .

Yet there seems to be a Ina of focus in. OLA/OLTA as a whole
on the multi-county movement. 11artly perhaps this apparent neglect
can be traced to elected organizational leadership, which in recent
years (particularly in OLA). has been metropolitan. OLA committee
and divisional structure, elaborate as it is, does not provide for
direct oversight of multi-county development. The Library Develop-
ment Committee, charged by the OLA President with the up-dating and
rewriting of the Ohio Library Development Plan*, does not have the '

specific responsibility of review, evaluation, or reporping of multi-
county work, any more than it does of network or State Library develop-

,

Ment.

Because the incoming President of the (AA has had close involve-
ment with the development of an MCC and has developed strong feeling
about its management and (especially) the relationship.!etween MCC
and ALSO organizations and-the State Library,this might be an
appropriate tine for OLA to take a more positive interest in the
whole area of interlibrary cooperation.

B2. The OLA should consider setting up a Consultant Panel.(sees nage 6)

for service,toMCCs.and-ALSOs. This might begin as a coMmittee charged

with ascertaining common needs, and move on tothe impanelling of

4 vol_uUteem Funding-af---expenses-should probably-be-the-responsibility
Of the MCC or ALSO, but screening; selection and scheduling of
individuals on a Statewide basis, could'be a useful OLA function in 1)

support of cooperative activity. See Appendix VII for this and following

recommendation.
.

. ,

B3. OLTA should co-sponsor withSLO a series of regional MCC-oriented

workshops for trustees. General response from librarians around the -state

was negative on this poin%i, trustees are too busy, etc.' Certainly the

experience of the surveyor in series of earlier trustee workshops,

would tend to support.these-comments. "The attitude has varied from

benign indulgence to sincere involvement, and occasionally outright
. suspicion."

,* Another "charge" to the Library Development Committee might be

an appropriate launching pad: "The Committee should tie up the

loose ends of anything left over from previous years'or whatever
the Board or Committee may came up With." --OLA in Action, 1974,

p. 38. And perhaps the Libraries for the 70's Committee could help,

sinde public relations seems to be its chief responsibility.
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tome rather sensible directions for OLTA are implicit, in

the following response: "Trustees are used to being called on for

action and I'm afraid, unless the program calls upan.them for action,

the exerdiseore meetings) will appear to them to be a mockery."

4:
"Action" could well be related to (1) discussion, mutual under-

standing and the assumption of mutual'responsibility, agreewent on &aid,
and recommendations on cost - sharing;" (2) specific (hot generalizer
and open - ended) communication with: legislators; and even (3) an agreed -

upon strategy for f.torking together to involve presently non-participating
libraries of every type ih.regional activity. Many expansions, and

variations of this agenda are possible and should be carefully weighed.

The second recommendation above direct coMmunication with the

legislature -- is most urgent. It cannot be strongly enough emphasized,
that librarians and, especially, (B4) Trustees must work-with their State
legislators -for funding of existing or improved -aegis ation in support'
of on-going and future cooperative activities. Countinon federal funds

4
or "leaving it to somebOdyelse" will not work much longer. Trustees,,,,

as a group more, perhaps, than any other entity involved with Ohio library,

development, are aware of the'implications of federal and State trends.

These implications must be carefully pondered.A,iiident: "All taxes

are collected from local people. The only difference is the distance

at which they are-imposed., It is all'a question of what we want/to do

together and on what scale." To which the surveyor would add: ". . . and

when and how it can featibly be done." There are other closely related" v
problems, bf course.

,115. Metropolitan libraries must be moved from contract to commitment_

in support,of Statewide library support: a herculean task for 'library

leaderShip.,;in the State, one that must be met.

The Standards for the,Public Libraries of Ohio were produced by a

succession of subcommittees-61 the Library Development Committee of,OLA

and adopted in 1972, using financial base fiprqs of 1969, now at least

sixjgars old. OLA in Acteon'(for 1975) suggest "a statewide workshop

...O.:0 help librarians and trustees interpret-lhe standards." It

would seem that serious review of the Standards, especially as they

have been use4 to sport MCC and ALSO planning regulations and

legislAtion,,should have a priority with the Library Development

Committee at least as high"as their "interpretation" to the field.
'

B6. The-Library Development Committee should designate a subcommittee
to meet with Project Directors, member librarian, and trustess to discuss
the:Standards and to recommend-whether or not proposed revisions of the
Standards might usefully reflect their points of .view.
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C. Recommendations Relating Most Directly,
to Multi-County Cooperatives and ALSOs'

The speed and vigor with which multi-county 'Organizt4ons developed
in Ohio is probably an indication that their time had 4t last come. That,
their growth has.been healthy, promising a viable maturity, is a tribute
to the participating librarians and trustees. It is r tribute too to the
careful preparation and Planning of OLA, OLTA and The State Library in'

,

the late '60's.* In late 1974 a sizeable proportion of Ohio's counties
were represented in multi-county activity; eight MCCs were in formal
operation th LSCA funding (most Of them with full-time Project Directors);
a ninth was "ing an organization projeCt proposal; and a tenth area,
OVAL, had-becowe an ALSO.

) '

There were many successes, but there were problems too.-, t may .,,

peem that, this repoit focuses these. Some of the responses to
interviews and questionnaires were negative because those who responded
were grinding axes: Ale can assume that many or most of the librarians
(average=35Z) who did not respond to questionnaires were either neutral
.(indifferent ?) or satisfied. Since the surveyor promised not to'betray
the confidence (whether positi4 or negative) of the respondents, it
should be said ,here that in the returned questionnaires there are many
expressions of real enthusiasm and even gratitude for the existence
of the cooperative movement in Ohio.

Comments** and recommendations following, unless qualified speci-
fically, refer to both MCC and ALSO-activity and organization.

Cl. The role and status of the Project Director needs reconsider-

ation and strengthening. As it has developed, this position is lonely

and insecure.

There are several reasons for this situation. First, the circum-

stances of funding operate negatively on MCC and ALSO recruitment, just

as they have.done in other (typically LSrA) projects. The year-to-year

base does not encourage permanent, career commitment. Fring4 benefits

are minimal. Turnover of Project Directors in several instances has

not contributed to rft.3h morale among. the group as a whole. Planning

on every level should aim at increasing job security and status for

Project Perssonnel.

is

* *

CF. p. 1,.above. For documentation see%'inter alia, Sinclair, 22.
cit., pp. 11-131; Robert II. Donohugb, "The Best Laid Plan: OLDP,

ALSO'and :ISM " (American Libraries, Nov. 1970, pp. 971-977), in

spite of tHeifact that the literary derivation of the latter title

would suggest a gloomy prospect for ultimate success.

Quotations in this section, unless otherwise indicated, are from

Project Diredtors

o.
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Somewhat less obvious is the effect of geographic isolation which
is a natural characteristic of some of these jobs., Though in itself not

a situation that can be altered, it should be recognized,: it can at least

,be amelioraied by the suggestions made in this section intended to bolster

the tangible and intangible dimensions of the job. The cooperatives have
been very-fortunate to have attracted and -- hopefully - -,kept the present

incumbents in Project Director positions.

The Project Directors seem not, in general, to find their relation-
ship with the State Library to be a psychologically supportive one.
This fact has been alluded to (see especially recommendation A2).

And it is not a universal complaint'

Currently, the State Library appears to be there if you
need advice and/or consultation but otherwise, they have
pretty well left (us) alone since I took over. I prefer

this type of arrangement. I view my role as devotion
to the multi-county area and not to the State Library.

But also appearing are statements like these:

It is when iae get into long range planning, and when we

try to get answers as to the* uture status of our MCC

that we feel_we get put off.

(Our consultant) tries to answer questions. Unfortunately,

there- are too many questips which require getting the

answer from somebody:else!

In my case everything has to be searched out often

unbeknownst duplicating previous effort. As in some

instances I didn't know what questions should have been

asked, I must fault the State Library for not volunteer-

ing some guidance.

It was only through the grapevine that we found out a
i.)posal had to be submitted by October 1, 1973 to

c atinue (our MCC) in 1974. We learned about this

the third week in September, 19'3 ...

Comment has already been directly toward the other end of the

information pipeline (or lack of itY referred to, i.e., the role of

consultants and SJ,O staff. Emphasis here is on the effect which,this

information vacuum has on the atmosphere'in'the project office:

effectively draining it of the_information-rich ambience which nour-

ishes loyalty and ambition. Every one of the'quotations above must

be recognized for what it is: a Job-related concern of the Project

Directors quoted. 4

56
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A related problem is the role of the resource and/or administering
libraries. In some of the cooperating areas, there is a dominant
individual or group of individuals not only *eroding the authority of
the Project Director but also appearing to threaten the autonomy of
participating libraries. Sometimes this situation has been alluded
to by the Project Director: more often it has been underscored by
responding librarians. One Project Director was referred to as
"unbilical to"* a large library in the area. Elsewhere, administering
libraries (at least two) "have made comment to other librarians and
trustees that the administering library's board had all the power and
it didn't matter what MCC trustees thought." In this case, the Project
Director commented, "While true, it's bad public relations." The
latter somewhat cynical observation is of course itself an implicit
criticism of the status quo.

.

C2. Roles of the Administering libraries should be clearly defined

and appropriately reimbursed. To a degree, this is a matter for consider-

ation by the consultant suggested in recommendation A10. The administei-

ing library, for example, should so keep its books'that.a running
record of encumbered funds is always available to the project,pffice.
Such niceties of cooperation -- which may amount only to a little
more openness on the part of the administering clerk-treasurer -- ought

to be routine.

But in a more general sense, the fact that a library administers
the finances of a project does not mean that it has "all the power."

The whole democratic structure of MCC and ALSO adMinistration is intended

to guarantee an equal weight and an equal voice to every participating,

librarian and board. 4

Trustees donate considerable time and effort and sho 't

be made to feel like figureheads. This is probably

worst aspect of MCCs.

Sharing of similar problems between Project Directors, as well as wise
and experienced giidance from SLO consultants And staff, should be

emphasized as routes toward alleviation of such situations as -- or

before -- they occur. And changing the administering library is a

impossible option.

,

But there is another side to the coin: the point of viewof the

administering library. One administe ing librarian is gnderstanding:

* from a participating librarian

59
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LSCA Project Directors are in an awkward position --
beingneither part of a libAry staff nor comp:etely
independent of the AdMinistering Library (personnel.
benefits, for instance; and financial control of pro-

jectqupds)

but adds, "As Administering Library, we carry a heavy load of financial

accounting and reporting ....,It i a serious drain on our time."
Another administering librarian: "I would put all such so-called.
cooperative programs under dire t State Library management." Another:

"It would be better if no one ibrary had -to be designated as grantee."

*

Some of these omments, the last one particularly, admit of no

response. But in gene 1, it 'would seem that the lack of rapport

indicated in these ex mples could to some extent be alleviated if there'

were a higher degre of confidence and mutual regard between Administering

Library and Projec Office as institutions. Again, the uncertain fundihg

of the projects as limited the achieveRent of this goal. Where the

aadministering ibrarian and/or his or her board are strong regional

figures, it i difficult if not impossible for an off-line or "upstart"

Project Offi er to establish and exert any authority. C3. MCC and

ALSO Boards should be strongly supportive of the position of the Project

Officer mid of the Project Office. And at the same time, reenforqement

from the State Library, as suggested in several places earlier, could'

be more forcefully effected: in the preparation of proposals and

applications, where the Administering Library and the Project Officer are

working out terms; in the sharing of information with all concerned'as

soon as it is available: in the prompt arbitration or adjudication of

dispute or feeling of unfairness on either, side.

. .

Very similar problems relating to the Resource Libraries call for

very similar-solutions:, / 1

/
,

.

/ Almost every Resource Lilifary believes that it gives more than it

gets. /this phrase echoes through all of the responses, in both explicit

and implicit form. This staterent may surprise some Project Directors

who read it, since reimbursement forrulas seem& not to be a general

concern arong that gro p. Like those with Administering Libraries,

relationships With Resource Libraries tend to boil down to a question

of 'personalities and money. Again, arbitration through State Library

e
auspices, support from :VC or AL"() Boprds and the preparation of mutually

beneficipl contracts must be the answer. The 'Pi:eject Officer must

be able to act with confidence in, his role ane power, and to be

accepted on his terns. lie is not a supplicant 'to when some sort of

sacrifice is being offerer' as a tolsen to the OW.
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I personally feel that (this) resource library is being'
exploited and is not being reimbursed with sums commen-.
surate with staff time, .resources built up over -the

years, expertise, etc-. By extension, the tax payers of

(our county) are being exploited.
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A Resource. Librarian says:

C4. Guidelines should be worked out and distributed for contracts with

Resource Libraries; contracts should be reviewed and approved formally

by the Board of the Resource Library: by the. Governing Council (or

equivalent body) of the MCC or ALSO; by the Project Director; an),by a

representative of the State Library. The surveyor is aware'that contracts

made in periods of inflation have not been completely fair to the

"sellers"; an arbitrated arrangement such as that suggested above should work

against undue hardships and toward continued cooperative effort.

At least as of the late summer of 1974, there was a rather serious

lack of communication between Project Directors. Personal dialog was

occasionally Sougat on a direct basis by one or another of the

Directors -- "If'you would like to join in a group presentation (on a'

specified matter of mutual concern) to the State Board next week, let

me know at once...." But in the generally unorganized situation (where

some of the individuals were in any case satisfied with their lot),

such an appeal got only scattered response. The'Project Directors

were not all aware of the status of multi-county organization across'

the State: announcement's about the 1974 funding of MOLO, for example,

had not generally registered. A regularly scheduled series of

meetings between Project Directors received praise and apparently

accomplished some opening-up of communication; but one of the lirc

was not aware of the meetings until November, 103, and another was

not represented in the fall of 1974.

Open, xoutine exchange of plans and budgets would be most beneficial,

since there is so much variation in. both the experience of the several

groups and in their relative sophistication in dealing with the-funding,

authority.

One year we budgeted very little money for workshops,

only to learn that other multi-county units had work-

shops costing as much as $400 each

The surveyor is not aware of any reason for confidentiality concerning

either developmental information (project planning, long-term plans;

proposals, etc:), or operational information (grant awards, evaluations,

15 9
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etc.). C5. Project Directors should diStribute among themselves, or
the SLO should distribute 'to all of them, copies of all major planning
and program documents including especially proposals grants, and evaluations.

Ending (if not ompleting) the surveyor's comments-on the position
of Project Director beginning with recommendation Cl, a few more suggestions
may be in order.

C6. Project Directors must assume the responsibility of improving
their role definition, acceptance, and visibility within their own MCCs.
Somecomments from librarians asked what they think, of the present
administrative setup in their own MCC:

f

...-we feel there is a need to see that administration
does not overshadow service as Can happen in any program.

Rather cumbersome.

The director sometimes forgets that participating libraries
have all the duties they have had, plus the requirements

of the Project. (The director) has only the project and
we cannot always be ready for every extra meeting or require
ment.

Director not in individual libraries enough to be familiar
with problems.

The next is an interesting response directed, presumably, both to the
surveyor and to the agency sponsoring this report:

Leave this up to the local group they know what works best
for them (sic).

A suggestion for large areas might be an assistant director.
When many counties are under the jurisdiction.of one director,
it is literally impossible for that indivAdual to be as

Affective as is sometimes necessary. I am not implying that

our director is not doing an effective job because (he/she)

is, but sometimes (there are) many miles to cover and (one)
has to be on the road for long periods of time

This rather extensive series of quotations is given to support the

recommendation under discussion. As indicated elgewhere, there WAS much
favorable comment which, given the limitations of intent here, it'not

quoted. One example of many:

(MCC) director a gogetter. Let's keep (the MCC) going

for a long lon;,

60
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Much if not all of the critical comment could be-met; and turned to a mote
favorable response, by the Pioject Directors themse?Nes. Specific
recommendations include, first, timely scheduled visits to member libraries,
perhaps in series with each visit devoted to a theme or 'Subject. of
inquiry: plans for-a specific ag,i group, shut-in service, trustee

'relations, etc. Setond, to be achieved at the same time, Project Directors
should themselves restudy the amount of heagharters busywork that Ghey
schedule for themselves, with the purpose of-releasing time for trips
toi the field. -.There is no doubt an implication in these suggestions
Oft improving public relations, and this ds as it should be. Nowhere
did the surveyor find a suggetron of less than full-time commitment
to their work and to their mission.bY the-Directors; the image of this
dedication must be projected to their several constituencies.

r /

The following general iemarizs apply i varying degrees to a number

of the present multi-county organizations. .

C7. Vestigial evidence of earlier,. formal single county cooperation
should be *critically evaluated. there it obscures or conflicts with present
MCC missions, itvshould be discouraged. (In some cases, with modifi.
it may be put to work for the larger cause.)`

One example cane from a library respondent who'in an evidently
sincere and helping mood, explained het 11CC acronym: "M-- County
Ohio Library Organization (now)." Identification of the county with.the
MCC in the librarian's perception suggested at least a faulty understanding
of what the 11CC was all about*, and.led the surveyor to wonder how the
case for joining the 11CC was presented to the local trustees.

Another example of preexisting county activity still throwing
a shadow dawn the years appeared in a little leaflet, copies of which
were stacked on the circulation desk of a participating library. "Welcome
to the Librixies of X County," it said. Common rules and regulations were
listetrand (divergent) hours of operation given. There was no reference
to the larger cooperative area of which the donor library, was now a part.
The county line explicit in the leaflet barred mention of a nearby out-of-
county cooperating library a good deal larger than any in X County.
And most surprisingly, one of the librarieS in X county itself had been
omitted completely, presumably as a result of some earlifr and now inoperative
fiat or feud.

* This example, though real, has been changed CO M-- County and
MOLO from another part of the .State.

ta
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Book bags with county. labels are still being handed out. A

number of references in the questionnaires returned from most of the
areas referred admiringly to intra-county activities, and it was often
difficult to tell whether the respondent thought of them as MCC=authorized,
or not, The surveyor, would repeat the suggestions made in thqopening
paragraph of this recommendation.

What might be called the demographic perception of the several
cooperatpe areas' is not niiformly good.

C8. Every effort 'ahould%be made to characterize the, population within

each MCC'or ALSO in the most.explicit way. There is little evidence
of discuision with or input.from regional planning authorities
or any other area, county or municipal agencies who would be able to
furnish meaningful data. The results are sometimes startling. One

MCC, which includes no lfirge cities but a number of towns from 15,000
to 30,000 in population,'describes itself as "51% suburban and 49%
rural," using what can he only be perceived as an etymologically defensible
but logically weak use of the wor*"suburban." Since most of the
applicants choose pot to :focus on a single (or any specific)` economic,
ethnic or racial "target": group, they tend to make no estimate at all,
of'such components of the population as economically disadvattaged,*
,physically handicapped,.migrant, or racial or ethnic minority of any

sort. The result is a set of anplications, and program, for (in the

words of the LSCA application) "General.' ublic of area." This

perspective, implicitly leading to the use of cooperative funds and

energy to maintain a kind.of middle-class Status quo, leads to the

next comment.

:f.
C9. MCC plans and programs are too often aimed only at support for,

libraries and librarians as they are, not as they should be.":.-The

predicted need for a wider base of voter support must be recognized,

if no.other pressure of social r ponSibility is effective. Again and

again, the respondents' examples f program effectiveness cited only

increased or more enthusiastic use by "regulars."

Typital responses to,Page 2 Of the questionnaire ("how user or

non-user groups have been affeCted by cooperative activity'!) tended

to give high ratings to use increase in the various age groups as
appropriate to the several MCC's, low ratings to non -users in the

same categories, Thus MCC programs were seen to enhance present

services to the present clientele, not to create new services sr build'

liatronage or use. Many respondents smitated the checklist ("children

(or "businessmen" or "functional illiterates") not included in our MCC").

with its antique criterion, "less than $3,000."
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There was rarely any response to the question, "WhiCh.of the low-ranking
groups identified above would you 'move up' in priOtity of emphasis?"
In OVAL, remote areas (Books by Mail) got a couple of plugs; in NORWELD,
as indicated elsewhere, there was some limited indication of interest
in the ,poor.

It is on the evidence fair, if not complimentary, to say that the
attitude of too4any responding, librarians is passive, unimaginative,
non-creative, The importance of presenting MCC activity as an opportunity,
not merely a'snpport for present service, cannot be overemphasized. And,
to rephrase the above two recommendations for the-sake of emphasis,

C 10. Needs asatasmgas must be made strong, sharp, clear and vital.

It is hatd to tell to what extent the situation described in the
preceding paragraphs has been the result of pressure, either.consCious
or unconscious, by administering,resource of otherwise regiOnally
powerful librarians. It is hoped that the several suggestions in this

report referring to better communications, stronger State-level support,
etc.for the Project Directors will lead to,more confidence on their
part, more-independence in the local arena, and more positive planning
aimed at broad long-range goals.

.

C 11. Every MCC Director and every participating librarian should assess
the "other'" type of library situation-and formulate a plan to involve
school, post - secondary and special libraries ,in mutually beneficial MCC
activity. t.

In rtiostEcCs, there 4s very littleievidence of interest in 1
cooperative activity involving libraries other than public ones. In'
SWORL, academic and secondary schools.(including private) have been and
ire, involved, and some took the trouble to write enthusiastic letters to the
surveyor. There Is. some State institution activity as well, in Lebanon.
In WORLDS:Lima State'Hospital has been an dOtive participant.

Thepast interest and presumed future support by the Govefnor for "

two-year _and vocational post-secondary education would seem to be a
warning that public libraries should clearly and definitely, enlist the
cooperation and support of regional schools, icolleges and universities.
Such an end can best be gained by offering to them the cooperation and
support\that a public library network can giVe. A good example of
intertyAe cooperation not mentioned,earlier is that the INFO (lett.)

area, between the MCC and the Lorain 'County CI:3=unit College. In1any

case, the noted-establishment and expected viability of these institutions,
particularly in the present State environment, wants attention. 1
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Less dramatic-but of little less significance is cooperation (of
which there is little, beyond contract arrangementu), with 4-year academic
institutions and special libraries.

The lack of intertype cooperation seems to be mostly due to local
interpretation of guidelines and regulations.* But partly it mayalso
be due to a feeling on the part of librarians that "they" (those others),
have their own interests and own clientele. A reassessment of this

point of view is overdue. Where students live it:II community, the public
library is theirs as much as,it is anyone else's; as community (county,
as well as.MCC) residents, they should have equal access. More coopera-

tion, even active inquiry into curriculum, on the part of public librakians,

is not an impossible task. In one library where the surveyor inquired'

the way to a local vocational school, the librarian could not give

directions. In another, the librarian cited the establishment of a local

branch of a State _university (its-library barely started and certainly
underbooked) as an excuse for a drop in her circulation.

C 12. Every MCC should immediately make a complete and detailed comparative

study ofdeliverzLoptiOns available within the area. In some easel; this

has been done; in others, it has been done only vaguely if at all. Every

Director should know how the public mail travels in his MCC: the gathering

and distribution points, and the - average times involved. ,Since the Postal

Service is not organized oft a Statewide basis, it is difficult to get this

information centrally. Local inquiry and tests must be conducted. In at

least one MCC, hearsay .evidence about the lack of any viable alternative'to

the public mail seem to have been accepted as gospel.. On this-point,

routes, schedules and charges of the United Parcel Service (UPS) should be

spetiic lly investigated everywhere. UPS has been effectively used in

SWORL, much of whose rural area would seem to be an unlikely territory

for private methods of distribution. And'in urban areas where outreach

consideration of mail delivery and pickup of packages is frustrated by

the unwillingness or inability of mail persons to cooperate, alternatives

are no less Important.
1 '

* See Rule 2. Administiation of State Aid, Subsidy and Grant Programs

adopted by-the State Library Board effective March 31,' 1973; esp.

section 3.25 (d): "The Plan provides for cooperation with other

types of libraries . .
Overshadowing that reminder, however,

is the general impression that ,transformation to ALSO status will

relegate non-public libraries"tq limbo. For this reason, with

exceptions which are noted, they are generally in MCCs given

second-class citizenship.

64
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C 13. Every MCC and ALSO should have contract arrangements with a
major metropolitan library. This was one 'of the recommendations `of the
Blasingame study and-it-Makes as much sense now as it,did seven years
ago. Particularly when recommendation C12 is implemented, the resource
library nee& not be in-the immediate area. The participation of the //
resource library - if it can, as it should, be made a'positiVe and re-,
warding contribution to Statewide library development -.will lead to a
double pay off. Not only will the MCC or .ALSO benefit, but the present
somewhat gru4ging attitude of the large libraries will take on a more
positiVe tone., "Working together" for the libraries of the State must
be the acknowledged, accepted and well-publicized theme of future Olio
library development. All of the recommendations in this report are
aimed at that goal. And all libraries and all librarians must be
Involved.*

,=-

* 'See also Recommendation B 5.
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Appendi7

Survey Questionnaire

1. Cooperative activities which have improved service to uses more effectively
are:

1.

2.

3.

4.

5:

I

2. Cooperative activities which have had little or no effect on service to
are:

1.

2.

3.
4.

5.

users

3. Would you therefore alter or abandon any or l orthe activities 'listed under 2?
.

Sl
,,.

1
4. Would you say that cooperative activity has (a) increased L;=tisfaction of

regular users or (b) added new users or (c) both? Can you anent Ify-or

illustrate your answer by example? I

5. Please indicate by number (1-most, 5least) how user (or non-user) groups have
been affeted by cooperative activity so far:

a

Pre-school
( )- User'
( ) NO11-us."er

Children
( ) Users
( ) Non-user
Young Teens
( ) User
( ) Non-user
Young Adults

.( ) User
( ) Non-user

.Adults
T---) user
( ) Non-user

Others: specify
( ) User

( ) Non-user

A

41.

Ast.erl

User
Non-user

ound
) User'

( ) Nonuser/
Business anr 7rofeional
37-TUser
( ) Non-us,ir

FunCtionn1.1111terntes

(. ) User/
( ) Nonliner
RemoteAre'ns

Use

/ ( ) Nov-user
Handicapped

( ) User
) N n,.uner

6. Whnt of the low-ranking groups identified above w ld you. "move up" in priority

of eMphasis? How?

66
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1

7. What are the Adef changes ynu would recommend in the rules- d regulations
(Federal and/or State) for cooperative and ALSO development? ,

8. What do ynu think of the present administrative set-un (Project Ho, Director,
staff, office, etc)? What changes would you suggest? -

9. Given adeounte funding, priority should be given in cooperative planning/to:

2.

3.

4.

5.

For my library, trusteee involvement has been: (characterize any way you wish:
enthuslitstit, indiffer

r
t, hostile, etc., with comment.)

h

-11. Would you recommend any kind of trustee workshops or meetings? Comment.

To what extent have other types of libraries been involved in cooperation on
thi community level?

13. Could other types of libraries in your area be productively involved in area- ,

wide cooperation?

Problems (which may be unique to my library or not) which I do not see solved
by multi-county cooperation are:

15. Any other praise, complaints, suggestions:

Librarian:

'Library:

Date:
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'Resource
Center
Librarian

(P.T.)

,1-,,

D.

AdministraL

ion Clerk
(F.T.)'

I

Executive D4mmittee,
Advisory Council

fr

Administering
Library

/1

Target
Group I .

Librarian'.
(P.T.)

Board ofTIruptees

Target
Group II
Librarian
(M.)

.1

Target
Group II
Assistant

(17%T.)

Project
Staff

NOTE: of- particular interest are the relative roles of the administering library and
4the Project Director. 69'
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LTIGOUNITY 'fi3OOPRATIVS

Libraries in 62'counties are members
Which they formally share resources:
part,of the cost of the cooperative,

major share.

COIN (Co. al Ohio Information Net-
, work) 14 libraries in ti counties.

Ashland, Crawford, Knox; Marion,
Morrow, Richland, Wayne and Wyan-
dot. Reference iuformation shared
through four resource libraries and the
assistance of COIN Project Director's

'Office iii Mansfield.

INFO (Lorain and Medina) 8 li-
Varies in Lorain and Medina coCnties.
Improvement of reference wllcctions
and staff skills.

MILO (Miami Valley L ry Organi-
zation) -- 13 libiaries , 7 counties.
Clark, Chainpai,m, 1)4r1 c, et nu, Mi-
ami, Montgoniely,-and Treble. 'titles
credit call set-up for lefereih.e sci% ice%
from I).iyton Public Library and j cri-
odical copying services.

as of June 30, 1974

of-pulticounty cooperatives through
Each participating library pays

pnd LSCA grants underwrite the

'NORWELO
INFO

COIN

SOLO

MOI.0.(11.deastern Ohio Library orga-
nization) 2 libraries in 6 counties:
Carroll, C, ;cton, Harrison, Holmes,
Stark, and 'FiiNLarawas-.-nArarians and
trustees, arc basing development plans
on a 1973 survey.

NOLA (Northeastern Ohio Library
Assobiation) 24 libraries in 5 coun-
ties: Ashtabula. Columbiana, Geauga,
1Malioning and Trumbull. Reference,
inteilibral loan: photocopying, and
staff (level( aent services.

NORWF.I.D (Northwestern Library
District) 29 libraries in 11 counties:
DiJiance, Lrie, Fulton, Hancock,
Henry, Huron, Ottawa, Paulding, San-
dusky, Seneca, and Wood. Pi °vides ref-
erence serviLe, interlibraiy loan, and
photocopy service from the Toledo-
Lucas County Public Library: work-
shops for area staff; and an 8/%4M

SOLO (Southeastern Ohio Library Or-
ganizaticin) 13 libr:ujes in 9 coun-
ties: Belmont, Guerfisey, Harrison,
Monroe, Morgan, Mihkangurn, Noble,
Perry, and yashington. h'State Li-

. brary Regional Service Center at Cald-
well serves as-a vehicle for interlibrary
cooperation in this aim

SWOR1, (Southwestern Ohio:Rural Li-
braries Council) 12 libiaries in 7
counties: A( ms, Brown, Clermont,
Clinton, Fayette, Highland, and. Wat-
rcn. Creation of a SWORI. office in
1968 has enabled these liblaries to de-
velop a variety of pirviams to extend
services and improve collections. A
contiact with the Cineinniiti public li-
jrary piovides 'clot:lice, backstop and
Vaiiling assistance.

WORLDS (Western Ohio Regional
brary Development System) 14 _li-

braries in 8 counties: Allen, Atiglaize,
Hardin, Logan, Meice, Putnam,
Shelby, and Van Wert. Collection 41e-,

!velopnient and staff it:lining programs
{are provided with the help of a half-
"time director.'

OVAL {Ohio Valley Area Libraries) is an Area Library Service Organization
organized under Sec. 3375.70 of the Ohio Revised Code ,And is supported by
state funds, 12 libraries Iii 11 counties: Athens.barna, liockIng,Jackson,
Lawrence, Aleigs, I'ickaway, Pike,-Ross, Scioto, andifinton.

from a memorandum submitted by Ow State Librarian to the House .And Senate Finance
Committees, February 18, 1975. Printed sections appeared in The Sure Library Review, 1971-1974.
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Appendix III

Summary of Grants and Expenditures for Multicounty Cooperatives

Fiscal Years 1970 074

Multicounty
Coo erative FY 1970 FY 1971 FY 19lL FY 19731 FY 1974 TOTAL;'

i
COIN $ 39,833 $ $ 33,78.1 ' $ 40', 425 $114,039

INFO t, 36,800 9,525 28,148 7,473

MILO 29,000 26,52? 35,685 4,207

MOLOa .63;6.30 61,766 39,000 164, 96
. . ( -1,

NOLA , 62,672 25,742 69,494 157,08

,...NORWELD
b ,' 29,006 . 21,000 18,423 51,178 125,601

OVAL 61,045 '59,00" 84,985 . 90,608 278,732 574,370
.-"

SOLOc. 140,325 127,560 149,823 130,133 k58783 706,624

SWORL 11,142 80,873 93,000 71,698 84,760- 341,513

WORLDS 45,445 9,978 37;005 92;428

....- .

TOTALS $212,612 $428,896 $561,491 $416,410 ;$823,210 12,442,619

aMOLO includes AIRS grants in FY 1971 and 1972.

, bNORWELD includes WELD grants in FY 1971 and 1973 and NW/S grant in FY 1972.

cSOL0 includes federal and state expenditures (exclusive of contract revenue) fp-
operation of thl Southeastern Ohio Regional Center.

Table prepared at The State Library, March 1975.
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Appendix IV

Profile of Proposed Services in Multicounty Cooperatives, 1975
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I

1973

Appendix VI

Summary of Expenditures Proposed by OVAL, 1973 -1975

1. Collection development
2. _Adult services development -

3. Alleviating special problems
4.. Public information program
5. Access to Major resources
6. Staff development
7. Administration and planning

$20,390
7,667

20,720
2,810

9,646
1,810.

28,057

$91,100

1974

1. Adult services development $ 61,311

2. Children's services development 39,958

3. Staff development 3,015

A. Public information 6,020

S. Alleviating special problems 22;000

6. Extension development 72,888*

7. Administration and planning -73 540
o

*including.$8,438 book by mail

$278,732

41

1975.

1. Adult services development $ 80,293

2. Children's services development 59,152

3. Staff developMent 2,535

4. Public information 4,600

5. Extension development 96,988*

6. Alleviating special problems :15,840'

7. Administration and planning X8,235

$368,643

O
*including an estimated $64,364
for books by mail
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Apendix VIII

From Rules and Regulations of the

OLA/OLTA Joint Governing Board

PREAMBLE

In-prdqr to create a Nfehicle by which the Ohio Library Associatiop

and the Ohio Library Trustees Association can effectively execute their functions,,

a joint executive office and controlling board is hereby established. It shall

be the purpose of this office to advance total Library development in the State

of Ohio, the education of me1.1.,:rs of both groups, the interpretation of library

needs to the general public and legislative bodies, to support the, programs,

fUnctions and ope.ations of the State Library, and to render to individual librarieS,

librarians and trustees important. services which do not conflict with the functions

of the State, ibrary.
O

Functions of Office - In general the office will provide services which

will promote the developMent of libraries, assist librarians and trustees in the

performance of their functions, and will interpret library services and needs to

the public in general. Any services which are properly the function or which .

duplicate those performed by 'the State Library shall be performed only at the

request of or in cooperation with the State Library. SpeCificalW such services

shall include:

C. Provide support for State Library fuhctions

Ohio Library Associatidn:Ohio Library Trustees Association

Ohio Library Foundation, 1968. p. 56.'
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